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Ab stract
Th is thesis desc ribes an attempt to use the Brillo uin light sca ttering techniq ue to
observe nonequil ibrium effects in gaseo us sulphur hexa fluoride subject to a te mperature
grad ient. Due to the inherent geome try of the expe rimental setu p, an imaging fi bre o ptic
probe was investigated as a means o f scattered light collectio n. 111Csr~ gas was house d in
a moderate pressure gas ce ll. The scattered light co llec ted was analyzed w ith a Fabry-Perot
interfe rometer. A co mputer simulation of the behav iour of temperature, dens ity und
refractive ind ex for gaseous SF6 subjec t to a temperature grad ient was performed using a 2
dime nsional noncon vective heat flow mode l. A co mputer sim ulation of thescattered my
pat hs from the gas ce ll to the optical fibre in the imaging fibre optic probe was atsc
performed. The sound speed in SF6 at a pressure of 1.28 MPa and a temperat ure of 20°C was
measured to be 133 ±6 ms''.Soun d speeds in SF6 for pressures from 0.44 Mllll to 1.83 MPa
were also measured . These sound speeds showed a larger non linearity in its cha nged with
different pressures thanthatcalculated from theory. Noncq uil ibrium Brillou in spect ra for SF~
were observed at pressures of 0.891 MPa and 1.35 MPa with temperature gradients o f abo ut
15 .3 K ern" and 18.9 K err! • respectively. TIle Brillouin co mpo ne nts at noncqui librium
showe d an intensity increase of about 16% whe n co mpare d to their coun terparts lit
equilibrium .
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Chapter I
Introduction
t.I Nonequilib rium fluid
Although systems in equ ilibrium in general Dec well stud ied, progress in the anal ysis
of systems in nonequ ilibrium states is often slow either because of the lack or a theory 10
properly exp lain ex isting experi menta l data or the lack of expe rimenta l evidence 10support
and verifyresults Hum theories that attempt to explain these behaviours. In this thesis, I will
discuss an attempt to observe nonequilibrium effects in a gas subject to a temperature
gradi ent by investigating changes in the interactions between light and sound waves
(phonons) as the gas goes from an equilibri um \0 a noncqu ilibrium state. Brillouin (light )
scaucrmg techniques will be used in this experiment to probe for these effects in a
scattering geometry that is different fromprevious experiments of this nature.
1.2 Brill ouin SC:ltfcr ing in a gas
SPOIllMCOUSmicroscopic fluctuations alwaysexist in any systemwhose temperature
isaboveabsolutezero. These microscopic fluctuations dissipate in the same wayas external
perturbations do. Local fluctuations interact with each other to produce collective
fluctuationswitha distributionof wavelengths and frequencies. Bystudying these collective
thermal Iluctutnions, we can extract important thermodynamic properties and transport
coefficients like the ratio of specific heats y • the adiabatic sound velocity. isothermal
compressibility X. thermal diffuslvity, thermal conductivity and coefficientsof viscosity.
These thermal fluctuations are alsocalledthermal soundwaves.
Sincethesethermalfluctuations present themselvesin a distribution ofwavelengths,
different techniques may be required to study fluctuations at regions with different
wavelengths and frequencies. At low frequencies and long wavelengths, these thermal
fluctuations behave like a continuum and can be modeled by hydrodynamic theory. But at
wavelengths thatarecomparable to the molecular mean freepath. local molecularstructure
of thefluidbecomesimponanc.and1hefluctuationsno longer behavelike a continuum. This
is the molecular dynamic regime. The hydrodynamic regime is characterize by low
wavenumber k and frequencyw. and also by a parameter j - It 1(45]. .v- J,J where1 is the
wavelength of fluctuations and J is the mean free path. The moleculardynamic n.,;inlo.: is
characterized by higher k and wand )' - I . For)' ll I . wehave free particle motions.
To study the behaviour of thennal fluctuationsin the hydrodynamic regime, we can
useeither the Brillouin(light ) scattering or ultrasonic techniques. Ultrasonic techniquescan
only study fluctuations confinedto a regime of very low k and (,)whereas light scattering
techniques allow us to study flucruuticns over a much wider rangeof k and w. ln Brillouin
scattering. theinteraction between an incident photon and the fluctuations (phollOns)gives
rise to a momentum transfer and a photon of a different wavelength is scattered ($1,.-':
Appendix C for more detail). The wavelengthof the momentum transfer is 1 - .\,/(2n sin
(en)). wherei..., ;.. and especifythe wavelength clf hc fluctuations. wavelength of incidcnt
light and scattering angle respectively. The angular frequency shin of the scancrcd Iiglu
'would be ±w,
( I)
where c is the speed of the soundwavesand n is the refractive index. If Wucorrespondsto
the angular frequency of the incident light or the Rayleigh line . then w" + W and tot- w
wouldcom:spond to the upshil\edanddownshiftedBrillouin lines. TheBrillouin lines would
appear as satellites on either side of the Rayleigh line in lite spectrum. Since it is common
practice to specify the Brillouin shifts in term or frequency,f;.* rather than its angular
frequency. weshall~f forour frequency shifts unlessstatedotherwise. In the experiments
reponed herein.wewill be usingBrillouin scattering techniques to probe for noncquilibrium
effects in a dense gas with a forward scattering geometry, thus probing for sound waves in
the hydrodynamic regime.
The above mentioned concept of clastic (or sound) waves in a continuous medium
was introduced by Debye in his theoryof solid state thermalcapacity. These elastic waves
are essentially normal modes arising from the interaction of vibrat ing particles in a so lid
crystallattice. The interactions between light and sound waves to produc e scattered light tha t
possesses two frequency sh ifted components were independently predicted by BriJlouin[1)
in 1922 and Mandelshtam[2} in 1926. They were subseq uently observed by Gross[3] in 1930
in a monocrystal of quartz. He latcr also observed the freque ncy sh ifted Brillouin component
in a liqu id. Even though there we re attempts to observe Brillouin scattering in gaseous H2
•N~ and O2 as early as 1942[4], the first successful observation of the Br illouin components
in a gas d id not come till 1965 in a stimu lated Brillouin scanering experiment (5). In the
fo llow ing year, spo ntaneous Brillouin scattering was observed in Ar, Xe, Nz.COl and C~
(6] . Even though particles in a gas do not vibrate about a well define location like in a
crystallattice, sound waves can still exist in a gasas long as the gas to be considered can be
treated as a continuous medium. ln this case, the wavelength of the sound waves probed have
to bc much longer than the mea n free path of't hc particles in the gas [7]. We have
hi
(2)
where d is the molecular diameter and p is the number of molec ules per unit vo lume. Since
pressure is directly related to density, observation of a Brillouin spec tra will get
pro gre ssi ve ly more d ifficult as the pressure of the gas gets lower unt il we reac h a stage
where ),,-1, when the Brillou in lines would not longer exist .
Not on ly can Brillo uin scattering techniques be used to de termine behaviours o f
var ious thermodynamic properties in a syste m in equi libriu m, given the right conditions
the se scattering techniques can also be used to observe the behaviour of a system not in
equ ilibr ium. Although nonequiJibrium effec ts have been observed in both solid and liquid
[8]. I will con fine my discussion to just the effects in a nonequilibrium fluid; as mos t of the
th eo ries pu t forward so far on lighl scattering in a noneq uiJibrium system arc for a
I(of
...0)
Figure 1 Brillouin intensity effects for fluid In different noncqullibrium conditions
nonequilibrium fluid. A nonequilibrium state in a fluid maybeachieved byseveral mean.s,
as follows,
i) SubjCl:ting a fluidto a temperaturegradient.
ii] Inducing a macroscopic velocitygradient in the fluid.
iii) Inducing a differencebetween the rotational and translational gas tem peratures in !he
fluid
The nonequilibriumeffectsfor thesedifferentconditions are shown in Figure I. Fora fluid
in a nonequilibrium statecreated throughconditions ii) and iii),an equal change in both the
upshifted and downshifted Brillouin lines will be observed19). For a fluidsubjected to a
temperature gradient, theeffecton the Brillouinlines will be an equal but opposite change
in the intensity of Brillouin lines, i.c therewill be an asymmetryabout the Rayleigh line. in
the intensity between the upshiftedand downshiftedBrillouin lines. Inthis case. the sound
wavespropagate alongthedirectionofltlc temperaturegradient. 1\ noncqulibtium effectthat
is similar to that of a fluid existing in condition ii) can also be seen in a fluid with a
temperaturegradient if the sound waves that arc probed are propagating in a direction
perpendicular to that probed in the previous scatteringgeometry[I0].
1.3 Theory of light scattering in a nonequlibrium fluid
There havebeenseveral theories,prior to [10], proposing to explain the asymmetric
Brillouin spectrum in a nonequHibrium fluid IJI ~ 15]. Thesetheoriesattempt to calculate
the dynamic structural factor (which is related to the intensityof the Brillouin lines) in a
noncquilibrium fluid in stationarystate subjected to a small steadyheat flux. By lookingat
this system for a state slightly perturbed from equilibrium. they were able to deduce an
intensity differencebetweenthe upshiftedand downshifted Brillouin lines. corrected to the
linear order in the temperature gradient. These are due to the so-called mode-coupling
effects.The Brillouin intensitycan be separatedinto two parts,a tocal equilibriumpart and
a mode-coupling part:
(3)
lB. and lB. are the upshifted and downshifted Brillouin component, respectively. Any
effectsfromthe nonequilibrium fluid would come fromthe mode coupling part I:; ,which
may cause the total integrated intensity of the upshiftedor downshifted line to behigheror
lower than the total integrated intensity at local equilibrium.
The results from the linear theorywere verified by experiments done on water by
I-I.Kiefte. M.J. Cloutcr and R. Penny [8}. Theseexperiments were carriedOUI in conditions
where spatial inhomogeneitiesover the sound attenuationlength and"boundaryeffectscan
be neglected. A similarolder experiment performed by Beysens, Garrbosand Zalezer [16]
where conditions werenot as "ideal" yield data that cannot be accounted for by the linear
theory. Newer theories were later proposed 10 account for the results from both these
experiments. A theoryfrom SanenandRonis[17] incorporated boundaryconditions intothe
lineartheorywhileanother fromKirkpatrick eral [18]usesa nonlinear theory that takes into
considerationthe spatial inhomogeneities in the nonequilibrium fluid but neglects boundary
effects. The results from both the experimentswere consistentwith these two theories, to
within a large uncertainty in the data. Thus,even though the theories were able to account
forthe results. they werenot able to point to the actual effect that explains the resultsof the
experiments.Tbe underlying mechanismthat causesthe deviation of'rcsuus from the 1,.. .r1l...'T
linear theorymay be nonlinearor boundaryby nature.or it may be a combination of both
cf'these effects.
A general theory proposed by Schmitz and Cohen 110). intends to reso lve thi~
ambiguityby incorporatingboth the boundary and nonlinear effects into their theory for
nonequilibrium fluid. It was hoped that throughthis theory. differentdegrees of boundary
and nonlineareffectscan be adjustedto explain the experimentalresults. The nonlincl.lrity
ofthis theoryrequiresthat thennar~und wavesproducedfrom spo ntaneous nuctu.1tions do
notpropagate in a straight line path as wasin the linear theory.but rather because ofsp.1tinl
inhomogeneity. the sound waves now propagate along curve paths. i.c the sound mrs ,Ire
now bent. Since the linear theoryand the nonlinear theory nrcjust limiting ca.sc'S or lhis
general theory. probing the sound waves from differen t scano ring geometry in the
nonequilibrium fluid. as predicted from this theory. would allow us 10 probe for
nonequilibrium effects fromone regime to another. By probingsound waves with vectors
in thevertical direction(along the direction of vn. we can look for nonequilibrium e ffects
in the linear regime without boundaryeffects whereas probingsound waves with vectors
in the horizontal directior. (perpendicular to the direction of VT) would allow us to
investigatenonlineareffects,like sound bending. in the noncquilibrium fluid.
These nonlinear effects on the Brillouin lines intensity are investigated in this
experimentin the hopeto validatethis general theory for ronequilibrium fluid. Brieny.the
theory of sound bending and ~e_ results for Brillouin line intensity as calculated for the
horizontalscatteringgeometrywill bediscussedin the followingsection.
1.3.1 Sound bending
When the nonlinear effectsare considered in the general theoryof nonequilibrium
fluid proposed by Schmitz and Cohen. spatial inhomogeneities are not ignored. thus
affectingthe soundspeedas it propagates through the nonequilibrium fluid. 111eauthor have
through the application of WKBtechniques to the equations of fluctuating hydrodynamics.
foundthat thermal soundwaves producedfrom spontaneous fluctuations no longer propagate
along straight ray paths, the raypaths are now bent to curves,as shown in Figure2. This is
similar to sound propagation in a stratifiedmedium. A ray can be uniquely characterize if
'. '
'"
Figure 2 SImple sound bending
its waveveelor k and its scatteringposition Rareknown. Any position alongthe raypath is
characterized by its tangential vector ij (F) as follows.
(4)
Since, the horizontal component of k. k, is conserved along the ray path, we can write
Sne ll' s law in terms of the magnitude of the vectors.
c(z)q(f;R,k) = c(R:)k , (5)
where c(z) is the speed of the sound wave along the ray path at position z and "(R,) is the
speedofthe soundwaveat z position of vector ii.Thesound waves would alsoexperience
the total internal reflection effect if the followingcriterion is met:
(6)
TIle authors refer to! valuescharacterized by(6) as a "forbidden region". Ifthe forbidden
, ~
;
, "
F igur e 3 Tota l bending, sound waves onglllOlung from hea t source return to the heat
source.
region is empty, then rays are monotonically bent as shown in Figure 2. But if it is nor
e mpty, the n rays are devia ted to the op posite Z direct ion at the po int where Ihey touch the
forbidden region in the fluid, and propagate back to the plate' where they orighuncd. ;IS
shown in Figure 3. Theauthors refer to this phenomenon as "to tul sound bending" .
Other than theneedforthe sound beoding effcci. tbc gl.'OCrall hcoryalso requirestill:
mod ificat ion of the co ncept o f constant sound atten uatio n lengt h. S ince the speed is not
constant, the sound damping coefficient r .{z) would no longer be constant 100, thus the
attenuation lengthl,which is
I(R)). 2,(R,) •
, r,(R,)k' (7)
needs to be subsequentlymodified 100. For 1« I.v , where '-"is the length over whichIhe
macroscopic propertiesort he fluid change,nonlinear effectsmay be ignored.
'From Figure2, "plate" hererefers10 either the heat sourceor heat sink.
(8)
where u(f) stands for the thcnno dynamic or transport coefficient that depends most
sensitively on temperature. In our case, a can be the speed of sound c(z(f)) . Since the
temperature gradient and the magnitude of the sound speed gradient increase rapidly as z
gets close to the bottom of the cell, we can expect Ll'lo decrease rapidly at that point 100.
Ina vertical scatteringgeometry, the sound wavesprobedhave vectorswith 1k:1= I,
they propagate in a straightline along the verticaldirection. In vertical scattering,one can
probe for ncnequilibrium effects in the linear regime. as was done in the previous
experiments IS]. For a horizontal scatteringgeometry, we have Ik,1= 0, and onecan probe
for nonlinear effects like total sound bending at the positionwhere the rayjust touches the
forbidden region.The authors have found the mode-coupling contributions to the Brillouin
line intensityus follows,
(9)
wheresgn~ is thesignof~. Equation(9) may be evaluatedexplicitly to the lowest order
in the temperaturegradient to give the following result,
where J,,(R) is the local equilibrium Brillouin line intensity, and C(k) is the finite size
correction given in PO]. The mode-coupling contribution in this case is the same for both
the upshifted and the downshifted line. The nonequilibriumeffect in this case would bea
change in the total intensityof both the Brillouin lines when the fluid is moved froman
equilibriumstateto a nonequilibrium one. Fromthe results in Equations(9) and(10).a l3f\\c
temperature gradient :E or a largechange in sound speedalong=, ~. together with soued
waveswithsmullk wouldproducea large nonlinear effect in the Brillouin line intensities.
to thisexperiment,wewouldattempt to createa large nonlineareffect in the noncquilibrium
fluidby inducing a large~ . For sound propagation in sulphur hexafluoride gas. the speed
of soundwavesis relatedto thedensityas follows{19J.
,'. TJ<Jj,.2P 8m]Ml 0.146' ( II )
whereR is the gas constant, M is the molecular weight, p is thedensity, T is the ratiooflhe
specific heats cpandc.,and 8(l) is thesecond virlulcoefflclent of the virial expansionof
the equation of state. Equation (I I) is valid for densities up to 100kg m·l and temperatures
from 230 K to 1200 K . From Equation (I I), we can see that nlargc density gradient along
:rwouldinducea largechange in lhesoundspeed alongz, Thelargedensitygradientcanbe
createdbyworkingwithtemperaturestha i are close10 the vapourpressurecurveor tnegas.
This is done in our experimentby creating a temperature gradient such tha i the towcsr
temperature in the gradient is vel)' closed to the vapour pressure point of the gas held at a
particularpressure. A computersimulation of the sound speed for difTcrcnt z alongthe height
of the cell is shown in Figure 4. ln this simulation Equation ( I I) uses data from the
temperatureanddensitygradient simulationfrom Chapter 3. Becauseof theapproximations
employed. the behaviour ofc(z) nearthe originin Figure4 is not expected to be accurate.
Wehopethai bycouplinga moderate temperature gradientwitha largesoundspeed
gradientinadditionto lookingat scatteringat small anglcs., we wouldbeable to observethe
nonlineareffectsas requiredby the general theoryfor a noncquilibrium fluid.
1.4Scanering geometry
Due to the inherent geometry of this experimental setup, the usc of conventional
optical techniques (i.e apertures, lensesand mirrors mountedon optical tracks) to collect
scatteredlight would bedifficult. One of thesedifficulties stems from the space restrictions
arising fromtheneedto lookat forward scattering along thedirectionof the densitygradient.
10
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Figure 4 Computer simulation of sound speed along heightof
cell according10 the approximations of Chapter 3.
The density gradient is created in a gas scattering cell, so in order to look at forward
sceucringalongthe gradient, ....e would need 10 positionthe collection optiesbeneath thegas
cell. Another difficulty relates to the need to look at scattering from various scattering
angles.Becauseoflhis,wewould needan optical setup that would allow us to easily realign
the optic axis of the collection optics along the different scattering angles. To use
conventional opticaltcchniquesunderthese circumstances would be difficult,Therefore the
uscofan imaging fibreoptic probe was investigatedasa meansofco llecting scatteredlight
from our experimental setup. The imaging fibre optic probe is made up of an aperture, an
optical fi l:ifeand a sct of imagingoptics that focusses the scattered light fromthe cell into
the optical fibre.
Theuseof optical fibres for scattered light collectionhas its roots in Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS). DLS is the scattering of light from an ensemble of macromolecules or
panicles that move under Brownian motion. Under this random motion, the intensity of
scatteredlight fromthese particles fluctuates with tirne.I efonnation about the particles' size
and size distribution can beobtained from the time scale of the intensity fluctuations. The
11
usc of optical fibretechniques in OLS was first demonstrated by Tanaka and Bcm:dckin
1975 [20) and later developed further by Dyctt in 1978121). There are variousdesigns for
the fibre optic probe used in fibre optic based DLSexperiments. they range fromsimple
lens/fibre bundle to graded index (GRIN) lcns/single mode fibre (22] combinations. The
design of a fibre optic probe essentially consists of an imaging lens systcrnthat focusses
scattered lightintothe opticalfibreto within thesolidangle specifiedby its accepta nce cone.
Apenuresand spatial fillersmaybe incorporated inlOthe design to reduce noiseand angular
uncertainty in the scattered light collected.
The use of optical fibre techniques as a means of scattered light collection and
delivery for Raman and Brillouinscattering was discussed by Brownin 1987 [23].The usc
of optical fibre in Ramanspectroscopy was initialed by Eckbreth in 1979[24). Since there
are no angular dependence of the fTequency shifts in Raman spectroscopy, the range of
scatteringangles collected by optical fibre techniquesmay beas large as that defined by jhc
acceptance cone of the fibre. For this reason, apertures and lenses may not be required for
some Raman scattering experiments [25] whereas Brillouinscattering experiments would
most definitely require the use of these components. This is because of the dependenceof
its frequencyshiftson the scatteringangles, a wide rangeof scaucring angles wouldrocun
a large Iinewidth in the Brillouin spectrum.
Although optical fibre tcchniques similar to those in DLS experiments, to my
knowledge,havenot been appliedin Brillouin spectroscopy before, thereare many Brillouin
scattering experiments that have been performedon the optical fibre itself. In this case the
optical fibre is used both as the sample to bestudied ( for 90D and 180D scattering) and <IS
a means of channeling scattered light from inside the fibre to thc detection optics (180·
scallering), and no fibre optic probe is used for scattered light collection. ~~of these
experiments was done in 1972 with simulated Brillouin scattering in a single mode gla.'>S
fiberby Ippen and Stolen [26]. Theywe~ able to measurea backscatter frequency shin of
32.2 GHz with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Another similar expcnmcnt, that uses the
Brillouin gain method of measuring the frequency shill, was done by Azumaet al (271in
1988. They were able to measurethe backscatter Brillouin shifts of the fibres down 10 10.4
GHz and Brillouin lincwidths down 10 101 MHz. A Spontaneous Brillouin scattering
1 2
experiment wi th single mode fibrewas done in 1983 by Stone and Chraplyvy [28]. They
measured the backscatter Brillouin shift to be 12.7 GHz usinga Fabry-Perot interferometer.
Olherexperiments wac doneto measurethe shiftsat 90- scaueringangle,but as mentioned
befon;the fibreisusedonlyas a sample (29].Heterodyne detection technique has alsobeen
used to observedspontaneousbackwardBrillouin scatteringin an opticalfibre[30J.
'"' In this thesis,Iwouldpresenta methodof scatteredlightcollection and deliverythat
isapplicableto both forwardand backwardBrillouin scanering.Scatteredlight is collected
by theimaging fibreopticprobe! anddelivered to a singlepass Fabry-Perot interferometer
forspectralanalysis, using a mullimode optical fibre.The compactnessof the imagingfibre
optic probe and the flexibility of the optical fibre would allow us to easily align the optic
axis of the probe to different positions and scatteringangles. We wereable to measure the
spontaneous Brillouin shiftsof gaseous sulphur hexafluoridedown to about 98.5MHz and
the width of the Rayleigh line to about 50.5 MHz.
2 Refers to the fibre optic probe used in our experimental setup.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Method
2.1 Introduction
As in most lightscatteringexperiments. our experimental setupconsistscsscmluhy
of opticsto
i) direct thelaserlight froma sourceto a sample and
ii) co llect sca ttered light from the sample for spec tral an alysis.
Wehavealso added an exirasci ofoptics for directing II referencebcnm through thesample
and into the co llec tion optics so as 10 acti vely optimi ze the Fabry-Perot interferometer IC.1f
spectra l analysis. Altoge ther. we have 3 sets of optics. one to direct the laser liBhl III the
sample. called the Input Optics. anot her 10coll ect end analyze the scauercd lighr. catted Inc
Collection Opcicsand finallyone fordirectingandcontrollinglhe referencebeamcalled the
RefercnceOptics.
2.2 Input Opl its
FIgure 5 Cavity modes In IIlasmg
medium line width.
The laser light used in our light scattering experiment is generated froma Coherent
lnnova90 Argon ion laser.The laseris set up to operateat the greenargon line of514.5 nm
usingthe model934 WavelengthSelector. The lasingmedium linewidth is about 10 GH7.
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Figure 6 The honzontal (left)and vertical(nght) amplitudeprofileof the laser beamat a
distanceof about 2 metresaway fromthe outputcoupler. Boththe profilesare fitted to
gaussian functions.
(8.83 x 10') nm). This laser line is, however,modulatedbythe resonantcavity in such way
thatcavitymodesofmuchsmaller line widthsare present.This is shown in the Figure5. For
a resonantcavityof refractiveindex I and a length of about I metre, we have cavity modes
thatarespacedabout 150MHzapan. To select onlyoneof thesemodes for laseroutput,we
usca solidfusedquartzetalonplaced in the laser (resonant) cavity.This etalon acts as a filter
to select only one mode for single frequency (single longitudinal mode) operation in the
laser. Since the etalon maximum transmission frequency is temperature
dcpendcnt(5.2GHzrC), it is housedin a temperaturecontrolledoptic mount for minimum
frequency drift. The transverse mode of our laser light is the TEMoomode, an amplitude
prolilcof this laser beammodeat a distance of about 2 metresaway fromthe output coupler
is shownin Figure6. The power of the laser lightusedin ourexperiment ranges fromabout
140 mW to about 160 mW. Some of the o;E~.~: l'f~pert ies of the laser light are shown in
Figure ?
The optics used for directing the laser light fromthe laser to the gas scatteringcell
is shown in Figure8. The half-waveplate that is positioned just after the laser is used to
orientate the polarization of the laser beam in such a way that the polarization of the
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FlgUR 7 Argon Ion laser light properties
scattered light emerging' from the cell is perpendicular to the direction of the optic axis of
the imaging fibre optic probe. After leaving the half-wave plate, the laser beam is
subsequently directed into a biconvex lens thai focuses the laser beam into a region at the
lower part of the cell, in a location where we want the observed scattering to take place.
Afterleavingthe biconvex lens, the laser beamis directed into thecell through 2 adjustable
minors"one to directit alonglheyaxis towardsthe gas cell and another to direct it down the:
gas cell. To align the laser beam to go through the gas cell in a direction that is
perpendicular to both the top and bottom windows,weusc a plane mirror. The beam is first
aligned with the mirror placed on the top of the cell. then aligned again with the mirror
placed below the gas cell. In both instances, the path of the reflected beam is ndjustctlt o
coincide with the path of the incident beam. The beam splitter that is positioned after the
biconvex lens tapsoffa secondary (reference) beam ofl ight and directs it into the Reference
Optics, as shown in Figure 8.
2.3 Reference Optics
After the reference beam leaves themain laser beam. it is attenuated by an etalon
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filter(for514.5ronwavelength). By positioning the filter at different angles to the reference
beam, the referencebeamcan be attenuated to different degrees. Least attenuation occurs
when the filteris perpendicular to the referencebeam.but attenuation increases as \VI: tilt the
filter positionawayfromtheperpendicu11r position.Attenuationis requiredfoethe referenc e
beambecausethe intensity of an unattenuatedbeamwould overwhelm the photomultiplier
tube with photons. making it impossible to detect and optimize on the Rayleigh line.
A prism is used to direct the reference beam through1I computercontrolled shutter
onto an adjustable mirror. The computer controlled sbuuer is opened for a period thaI is of
order1/16th the 10taltimespent in one scan of the spectrum. 1bc referencebeam is shut oIT
forthe rest of the scan SO lhat the reference beamwould notoverwhclm the Brillouin lines.
Theadjustable mirror after the shutterwould thendirect the reference beam through tho.= g; IS
cell and into the imaging fibre optic probe. Again, a plane mirror is used to align the
reference beam into the gas cell. The reference beam is also used to fairly accurately
determine the scattering angle for the collection optics.This is done by first removing the
imaging beam probe fromthe imaging fibreoptic probe, leavingbehind only the aperture.
In this case, an aperture25.4 mm in length and \.59 mm in diameter is used. TIle aperture
position is then adjustedeither by using the xyz axis rnicroposhioncr and/or rotating the
aperture about its axis in the imaging fibre optic probe mount. The position is lldjuSlcd so
that a maximumamountof light fromthe reference beam gets through. Werecordthex and
z micrometer position in the micropositioner. Next, we move the aperture to anotherx and
z position that would again allow the maximum amount of light through and record its
position again. Sinceweare essentially movingalong the reference beam path, knowingthe
coordinates of this pathat two different position would allow us to easily calculate theangle
between the referenceand the main beam in thecell. Thiscalculated anglealso givesus the
angle of the scatteredlight collected. The referencebeam should also not beattenuatedin
this case. because we want the beam spot to be seen as clearly as possible aflcr passing
through the aperture.
2.4 Collection Optics
The collection optics is comprisedof a set of input optics which collects scattered
lightintoan optical fibreand a set of output optics whichdirectsthe scattered light through
"
Figure 9 Guiding light through the optical fibre
the Fabry-Perot interferometer for spectraanalysis. Theoretically, they can be as far away
as needed , provided 'We havean optical fibre long enough to link them together.
2.5 Input End
The imaging fibre optic probe is the central componentof the input end of the
collectionoptics. It collects the scattered light fromthe cell and channels it to the output end
foranalysis. In the followingsection, I will discuss in detail, the designand workingsof the
imaging fibreoptic probe.
2.5.1 Imaging Fibre Optic Probe
The imaging fibreoptic probe is made up of an imaging beam probefrom Oriel, a
muhimcdesingleoptical fibreandan apertureattachment,with or without the polarizer film.
This is shown in Figure 10. Because the optical fibre serves as a conduit for scattered light
from the imaging fibreoptic probe to the Fabry-Perot interferometer, it is important for us
to know how the optical fibre would modify the scattered lightas it enters and propagates
through the fibre. Therefore , I will stan off this section with a short discussion of some of
thc basic principlesof optical fibre operations.
Lightis guided through an optical fibreby total internal reflection.The optical fibre
is made up of a core that is surrounded by a cladding, as shown in Figure9 . In order for
total internal reflection to take place, the refractive index of the core must be greater than
that of the cladding. Angle a is the incident angle at which a light ray entering the fibre
would producea refractedray that would be incidenton the cladding and core interface at
critical angle. Any incident angle that is larger thana would produce a refracted raythat is
1 9
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incident on the interface at less than critical angle. Only rays within the acceptance cone
defined by a would be guided throughthe fibre by repeated reflectionsat the interface.A
popular measure of the solid angle of the acceptancecone a is called the Numerical
Aperfure(NA). it isdefinedas follows:
NA"'sina "'~ . (12)
The relativedifferencein therefractiveindicesbetweenthe coreand thecladdingdetermines
the acceptancecone angle. As light propagates through the fibre. it will experience losses
in its intensity. these losses are due to absorption and scattering from the core material.
Losses are experienced even as light entersand exits the fibre. since reflections occur at
thesesurfaces. These losses are measuredbythe transmittance of theoptical fibre, which is
dependent on the wavelength. length of fibre. material used in the core of the fibre and the
reflectivity of the end surfaces. The higher the transmittance. the lower are the losses. The
transmittance - length relationshipfor constant wavelengthis approximatelyas follows,
(13)
whereP is the packing fraction (1 forsinglefibresand liquid lightguides).R is the reflection
loss. lZ is the absorptioncoefficientand L is thelengthcf'the averagelightpaththroughthe
fibre[31]. Figure 11showsa plot of the transmittance versusthe wavelengthoflight for the
singleopticalfibreused in ourexperiment, as reproduced fromthe OrielCorporation catalog
vol. ILpage4-6. The transmittancecurve shows that the uansminanceat 514.5 om is about
95%.
The characteristic of the emergent coneoflig ht fromthe fibredependsboth on the
propeniesof lheoptical fibreand the launching conditions of the entryconeof light into the
fibre. Fora longfibre(greater than I metre). the fibre properties dominate the characteristics
of theemergent cone. This applies to the characteristic of the emergent cone of our optical
fibre too. For a short fibre (shorter than I metre), the launching conditions dominate the
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Figure 11The transmittancecurve for a 10m long fused
silica single fibre.
emergentconeproperties. Another characteristic of thcemergent cone pertains to the oogle
at which the emergent cone exits the fibre, it wouldexit it at the angle specifiedby the NA.
regardless of the angle at which the cone of light enters the fibre. This is due pnmarlly to
the fact that the coherent properties of the optical field in the entry cone cannot be related
to the coherence properties of the optical field in the emergent cone, i.c optical fibresare
incoherent(32).
Even though light may enter the optical fibre with its intensity evenly distributed
about its cone, the lightcone thatexits the fibre veryoften does not have an even distribution
cf'intensity. Wecanlookat tbe intensity distributionin the emergent cone by simply placing
a piece of cardboardabout 20 em from the output end of the fibre. Rather than seeingan
evenlydistributed circleof light, wewould seesymmetrical light patterns like thoseshown
in Appendix B. These are manifestations of the so called ' propagative modes' of optical
fibre. This means that althoughlight enters the fibre at a continuousdistributionof angles,
it can only propagate through the fibre at certain angles. This is because of interference
effects arising from the coherent nature of laser light. These propagative modes will be
discussed in detail in Appendix B. The single optical fibre that we used in our experiment
is a singlemultimodefibrefromOriel. it has a corediameter of J000 urn. Optical fibres thaI
2 2
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Figu re 12 Some ofthe modes seen
from our opt ical fibre.
ellcw cnty one mode to exist in the fibreare called single mode(monomode) fibres.Their
corediametersrange from5 10 10 IlID, they are generally used ror communication purposes.
The number and the types of modes present in an optical fibre depends not just on the
dimension of the fibre. hut also on factors like launching conditions, stress in the fibreand
bending of the fibre. Launching conditions include factors like the angle of the entry cone
of light (preferable 10haveitat the focal point or the image distance of the input lenses) and
the amount of core surface it occupies on entry into the fibre. The above conditions that
affect the mode distributions will have to be carefullyoptimized if a desirableoutput from
the fibre is to be achieved. Some of the modes seen from our fibreare shown in Figure 12.
An unoplimized fibremayproducemodesthathavemost of their light distributed to the ring
oflhc mode patternwhereasan optimized fibre woulddistribucemost of the lightevenly at
the central circle. producing only a very faint ring around it. This is desirable as the
diaphragm in thecollectionopticscollectsonly light fromthe central part of theemergent
cone. Some of the other modecharacteristicsofan unoptimized fibremayshow up as time
dependentintensityfluctuation,streaksof linesacrossthemode patternor a combination of
the above mentionedcharacteristics.
The solid angle of thecone of light that entersthe optical fibre is determined by the
SCi of complex lens and the aperture attachment in the imaging fibre optic probe. The
apertureattachments2..-~ solid cylindrical brass pieces that are 15.7 mm in diameterand 12.7
mm in length with a hole boredaxially into them. The hole may beof 6.35 mm or 1.59 nun
in diameter.The apertureattachment sits partially and freelyin the imaging fibreoptic probe
holder with the imaging beam probe. Choosingdifferent hole sizes would allow scattering
of different angular ranges be collected. From now onwards,I shall refer to the hole in the
cylindrical brass piece as the "collecting aperture" and the cylindrical brass piece as the
23
Figure 13 Distancesofimages fonn by the FIgure 14 MagnificatIOn of Images for
imaging beam probeforobjectsat various variousobject distances.
distances..
"aperture attachment". As the solid angleof the light cone entering the probe is limited by
the aperture, light that is scattered or reflected from other surfaces in the g.1 S celt that is
outside this cone wouldnot be collected, thus reducingnoise. Since the angleof a my that
enters the optical fibre is detennined bythe angle at which this ray that enterslhe imaging
fibreopticprobe, wecanmatchthe inpulcone into the optical fibreto its numerical aperture
by choosing anappropriate aperture size. We have also an aperturethut is 25.4 nun in length
and 1.59 mmin diameter. This as mentioned earlier in this chapter, is used for determining
the angle of scatteredlight that is collectedby theprobe.
If the directionof polarizationof the scattered light needs to be known, aperture
attachments with polarizer film are used. The polarizer film is attached to the front endof
the aperture attachment as shown in Figure 10. Since the aperture is free to move in the
imaging fibre optic probeholder, rotating this polarizer aperture would allow us to varythe
intensity of the scattered light collected and 10 subsequently determine its polarization
direction.
The complex lens system in the imaging fibreoptic probe would image a segment
of themainlaserbeamin the cell onto theoptical fibre input surface. The image will be real
anddiminished. Figure 13 showsa plot of the imagedistance for various object distances
cak:ulated &omthe thinlensequation appliedto the serieslens arrangement shown in Figun:
10. Figure 14 shows the magnification or the images for differenl objCCl distances. The
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Figure 15 Couplingof lightrays at maximumefficiency
lensesarc 6.35mm apan. In orderthat all the light froma sourceis coupledto the optical
fibreat maximumefficiency, we must ensurethat all raysfromthe sourceenter the fibreat
angles equal to or less than the anglespecified by the numericalaperture[33]. In order to
achieve this, a lens or an image-forming system,that focusesthe imageof the sourceonto
the input end of the fibre will be needed as the coupler. An approximatemethod of
dctennining the focal length of the imaging system and the source size for maximum
coupling to a fibreofa particulardiameteris shownin Figure 15.The magnificationof the
imaging lensis lIIe, if thesizeof thesourcec is equal to de/a, where2d is the corediameter,
allthc lightfromthesourcewillbe coupledto the fibre. Therefore, for a givenmagnification
lIIe , any source with size less thanc = de/a would haveall its rayscoupled into a fibre of
radiusd. Hlhesizeof thesource is larger than c, we would need to reduce the magnification
soas to completelyimagethe source into the fibrecore. Reducingthe magnification would
requiredecreasing theimagedistanceand increasingthe objectdistance. But in doing so, we
would increasetheanglesat whichrays enter the fibre,thus losing rays that enter the fibre
at angles largerthan those specifybythe numericalaperture.
The imagingfibre optic probe is mountedon the fibre optic probe mount via an
imagingfibreoptic probeholder,as showninFigure 8. Sincethe holder is held to the fibre
optics mountby a thumbscrew, it can freely rotate about its axis whenthe thumbscrew is
loosened. The fibreoptics probemount is attachedto a Edmund Scientificx-y-z low profile
micropositioner witha metricmicrometer drive.The imaging fibreopticsprobecan therefore
be linearly positioned along the xy.; axis and angularly positioned in the xz
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plane.Thescatteredlightischanneledto theoutput sectionofthe collectionopticsby means
ofan opticalfibre.Theoptical fibreis a 1000 urndiametersingle fibre! fromOriel. One end
of this optical fibre is attached to the imaging beam probe and the other end leads to an
optical fibre holder in the output section of the collection optics. This completes our
discussionof the inputend of thecollectionoptics.
2.5.2 Output End
The setup forthis section is shownin Figure16.The optical fibre is attachedto the
optical fibre holder by means of an adapter, and the holder mounts on to a xz
mtcropcsntoner. The optical fibre holder itself allows limited 6y (pitch) and 6. (yaw)
adjustmentso ihat,togetherwith the mlcropositicner, theoutput end of the optical fibrecan
bc positionedboth linearlyin the x,z axis and a, gularlyin the 6y and 6. direction.
Scattered light leaves the optical fibreat a positionthat is located at the focalpoint
ofa collimating convex lens. The function of this lens is to producea beamof collimated
light whose directionof propagation is perpendicular to the plane mirrors inside the Fabry-
Perot interferometer. The focal length of this convex lens is 50 em. The variable size
diaphragm after the collimating lens serves to controlthe amount of light and the size of
light beam going into the Fabry-Perot interferometer. By doingso, it limitsonly raysfrom
the paraxial region into the Fabry-Perot interferometer. Also, movingthe diaphragmin the
y, z directionwouldallow usto choosea path throughthe Fabry-Perot at the flattest possible
regionsof themirrors. Sincemirrors. in general are not equallyflat throughout theirsurfaces.
it is important thaI the light beam select the flattestparts of the mirrorsso that they can
maintainas higha parallelismas possible with eachother.This would allow us to optimize
the figure(variation in the surface flatness) finesseof the interferometer.If d is the mirror
(plate)separationand!:J.d is the variation of tile plateseparation due to variationsin surface
flatnessgiven by !:J.d;~, then the figurefinesseis given by F,; ~.
To analyze the spectrum of scattered light, we use a Burleigh piezo-electrically
scanned Fabry-Perotinterferometer. The Fabry-Perot interferometer is essentially made up
of2 highly parallel flat mirrorplatesfacing each other and separatedby a distance d. lfan
'Not to be confusedwith single mode fibre. This single fibre is a multimode fibre.
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extended source (i.e source with diameters ofat least a few rom) is used to send an incident
beam oflig ht into the Fabry-Perot interferometer. a concentric ring paucm will be seen »r
the outputof tileinterferometer. Bright circular fringes ~~~nify constructive interferenceand
dark fringes signify destructive interference. As we chance the distance of the plate
separation d. the optical path lengths of the interfering rays change nnd rays that h..-xJ
interferedconstructively before may now interferedestructively. Where we had seen bright
fringes before. we may now see dark fringes and vice versa. If we move Ihe plates
continuouslyandgraduallycloser together, we will sec the concentric ring panem eoll:lpsing
into the middle. For a beamof light froma very small source( less than I rom in diameter],
rather than seeing concentric ring pattern collapsing,we would sec a sinJ,;le spot of liJ,;ht
blinking as the plate separation is continuously changed. This spot of liJ;:ht does nut
disappear instantaneously, it shrinks before disappearing and then reappearsagain.
If our extended source consists of not just one frequency of light but a range of
frequencies, we would in addition to seeing bright concentric rings (for slrongcst
frequencies) also sec weaker intensity concentric rings (from the weaker frequencies)
between the bright ones. This is becausethe different frequencies require different optical
path lengths for constructiveand destructive interference. Fora verysmall source. we would
see weaker spots appearing in between the appearances of the brighter ones as the plate
separation is changed. From this, wecan see that the Fabry-Perotinterferometercan be used
asa highlydiscriminating optical filter. Selectingdifferentplmeseparationswouldallow us
to selectively change the frequencyofligh t that gets through the interferometer.
In our Fabry-Perot interferometer setup. a verysmall extended source (output from
optiefibre) is used anda set cf piezoelectric drivers changes the plate separation as the Data
Acquisition System (DAS) scans lIlescattered light spectrum. The total distance that the
piezoelectric drivers move in one scan is separated into 640 steps, Each of these steps
corresponds to one channel in the DAS. After each step. the piezoelectric drivers will stop
for a specified amount of time to allow the DAS to acquire data. This is called the channel
dwell time(specified in~sec). A largcrdwell time may be needed if the signals arc weak and
a shorter one may be chosen ifthc signals are strong. Since each channel is associatedwith
a different platesqwation, theycan thereforebecalibratedto the frequency (or wavelength)
"
of light that gets through the Fabry-Perot interferometer. Calibration is done by first
calculating the freespectral range (FSR)of the Fabry-Perot fromthe plate separationusing
the formula FSR"~ , for air n is 1 and c is the speed of light.Dividing the FSR by the
numberofchannels inoneFSRwouldgiveus the frequencyshift forone channel, e.ga plate
separation of 110 mm would give a FSR of 1J6 GHz. For 256 channels per FSR,one
channel wouldthereforebe equivalent to 5.31 MHz.
Optimizationof the Fabry-Perot interferometer is done throughthe drift and finesse
controls in the DAS. The drift control in the DASautomaticallylocks on to the frequency
of the reference beam' and corrects for any axial drift of the interferometer cavity or
frequencydrift fromthe laser.The finessecontroloptimizes the figurefinesseof the Fabry-
Perot interferometer by actively tilting the piezoelectricmirror mount so as to maintain
minimum variation in plateseparations across the beamdiameter. A variation in the plate
separation across the beam diametergives rise to a phasevariation in the transmitted rays,
resulting in a loss of the figure finesse, just as in the variation of the mirror's surface
flatness. The optimization is initiated when the DAS registers an intensity drop in the
reference beam. This is done by comparing the intensity in the current scan from the
previous scan. If the intensitydrop is larger thana specified value,the piezoelectric drivers
mounted mirrorwouldbetiltedthroughvarious anglesto attempt to regainthe intensityloss.
Once the intensity risesagain, the optimization processwill stop. The finesse controlalso
helpsin compensatingfor anyloss in the figurefinessedue to minutevariations in the solid
anglecrure emergentcone. Theseangularvariations in the emergentcone are generallydue
to thermal or mechanical (vibrations) effects in the collectionoptics. Since the reference
beam follows the same propagation path as the scatteredlight, optimizingon the reference
beam would consequently yield optimization for the scattered light. The mirrors and
piezoelectric driversare mountedon a Super-Inverframework. Because ofits zero thermal
coefficientof expansionncarroom temperature,theSuper-Invarmaterial in the framework
would help minimize frequency drift in the Fabry-Perot interferometer. A temperature
controller for the Fabry-Perot interferometer is available if temperaturefluctuation in the
"TheRayleigh line fromthe scattered light is too weak to be used for this purpose.
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environment surrounding the interferometer affectsits operations.
A 45 cm camera lens focusesthe collimatedbeamof light fromthe Fabry-Perot to
a 200J.\m pinhole before it reaches the Photomultiplier Tube (PM1) . 111e pinhole is placed
at the focalpointof the cameralens. Thepurpose of the pinhole is to limit the angularmnse
of the rays from the Fabry-Perot to the PMT. which helps to improve 00 the wavelen gth
resolutionof the Fabry-Perot. A measure of thi!!effect ls called the pinhole finessedefined
as F, • (4'-op)l(Q2d) , wherefis the focal length ofthc: camera lens. A.. is the liGilt
wavelength and a the diameterof the pinhole [34}. The net finesse of the Fabry-Perot
interferometer is therefore a combination of the reflectivity finesse F,. the figure finesse I:;
and the pinholefinesse F,. Thenet(instrument)finesse F, is given as follows:
Otherthanthe singlefused silica fibreused for scattered light ccllccucn, I havealso
foundit to beuseful to usea larger diameter liquid) light guide 10 performcoarsealignment
to the Fabry-Perot interferometer. The light guide is 3 mm in diameterand has a numerical
aperture of0.47( 28"), it also possessesgoodtransmittance for wavelengths from250 nm
to 700run. Becauseofthesc characteristics, it can transmita l:U'ge quantityof light from the
laser to the position wherethe outputend of the single fibresits. This isdone by removing
the adapter(Figure 16) withsingle fibre fromthe optical fibre holder and replacing it with
an identicaladapterwitha liquid lightguide. Aligningto this extended source would narrow
downconsiderably the rangeof adjustments requiredfor the alignment of the single fibre's
output Using this bright 514.5nm wavelength extended source, we are able to align the
Fabry-Perotinterferometermanually by lookingat tl1ebehaviour oflhe light beamcoming
out of the interferometer, while it is beingscanned. Whenproperlyaligned', we should be
able 10 see an image of distinct collapsing rings at the back pinhole position. Afier this is
'Essentially a optical fibre with a large core filled with a non-toxic anaerobic liquid.
"lb e plates are still not parallel to eachother at thisstage, but theyareparallelenough10
createan interferencepatterncentredat the pinhole.
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done, the single fibrewitlt its adapter will be put back into the optical fibreholderand finer
adjustments can be made thereafter to the interferometer and its optics. These fine
adjustments are usually made while the DAS acquires and displays a spectrum of the
reference beam. This method of coarse adjustment followed by finer adjustment is
especially useful when the plate separation in the interferometer is changed. This often
results in a gross misalignment of the interferometer.
The DASusedin ourexperiment is a microcomputerbaseddata acquisition system,
designand developed byOrlandoVazquez in this laboratory. The software that controls this
systemcan beeasilymodified or upgradedif the need arises. The microcomputerused in this
system is an IBM compatible 80386DX PC, it collects data from the PMTthrough a data
acquisitioncardand controls the power amplifierto the piezoelectricelements in the Fabry-
Perot through Digital to Analog Converterson an Input/Output Card. The PMT is water
cooled to maintain low dark counts. Electrical pulses generated from photoelectric effect in
the PMTarc sent through an amplifier/discriminator and a pulse inverterbefore theyreach
thedataacquisitioncard in the microcomputer. This concludes our discussion of the optical
setup in our experiment.
2.6 The GIISScatter ing Cell
The gas scattering cell is the central componentof our experimentalsetup. It is the
placewherethegas to bestudied is housed, where the gas can besubjected to a temperature
gradient and where light scattering occurs. The gas scattering cell is designed and
constructed by Dr. MJ . Clouterand assembled by me.
The designand the dimensionsof the gas cell are shown in Figure 17.ft is essentially
made up of a cylindricalstainless steel tubular body with copper plate covers at the top and
bottom.TIlegoodthermalconductivityof thecopper plate makes it easy for heat to flow into
and out ofthe cell. Thebottomcopper plate acts as a good heat sink, it is cooled by running
water through copper tubings attached to it. The water is cooled by running it through a
Lnuda constant temperaturebath and refrigeratedcirculator, model K-2/R. The top copper
plate acts as II hcat source for the temperature gradient, the heating here is provided by a
simple beater ribbon. There is no temperaturecontrol for the heat source and temperature
adjustmentsis made by input voltage adjustments through a Variac. Temperaturegradients
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Ftgurc 17 Gas scatteringcell dimensions. The gascell has Irontand back
Mylar window'S.
created by the heat sourceand sink can be maintained for a period of up to 3 :0 5 hours.
Since stainless steel has low thermalconductivityand high ;;lcchan:clli strength,it
allows fer the construction ofa cell with thin walls (1.6mm or 0.063 inch) ami yet with the
abilityto withstand high pressures. The cell walls. being ofJow thermal conductivity, allow
us to reduce thennal conduction along the stainless steel tube lengthto a low level so as to
pennit maintenanceof the requiredtemperature gradients with modest power dissipation in
the top heater. To minimize wall effects, we want the walls 10 be far away from the centre
of the cell. But this requiresa iarger volume and thus thicker walls to maintain mechanical
stability. The presentdesignof the gascell walls seeks a compromise between the nee d fur
low thermal conduction along the length of the cell and the need 10minimiz.c wall effects
while at the same time keeping the cell to a reasonable size. The b~"01Tll:1J'y of the cell
) 2
provides a cylindrically symmetric volume of gas that is 76.2 mm (3.00 inch) in diameter
and 76.2 mm (3.00 inch) in height. This is (0 ensure that minimumwall effects are present
ut the centrecfthe cell. where light scattering is to take place. The gas is channeled into the
cell through a 1.6 mm (O.063inch) diameter stainless steel capillary tube. The sulphur
hexafluoridegas usedin thisexperimentis supplied by Matheson Gas Productsand it is 99.8
% pure.
All the cell windows are made from 0.1 mm (0.005 inch) thick Mylar. Its
transparency and strength make Mylara good choice as material for the windows and in the
present arrangement, easily withstood pressures of up to 1.96 MPa (270 psig)'. Since it is
verythin, the top and bottom Mylar windowsallow good heat transferfrom the heatsource
to thegasand fromthe gas to the heat sink. In order to look at scatteringclose to the bcnom
of tilecell, weneedto blockoff scatteringfrom the bottom windowby insertinga mask into
tile slot at the bottomcopper plate.The side windowsallow us 10look at the pathof the main
beam end the amount of reflections and scattering that occur inside the cell. Significant
amounts of reflections and scattering of the main beam do occur at the bottom window.
especiallyif the main beamis not incident onto it perpendicularly.These stray light raysmay
be deflected from the walls of the eell and into the imaging fibre optic probe. even though
the walls arc painted black.
~ 14.7 psia= 14.7+0 .0 psig- O.lOI MPa, 1 MPa"" lx I~ Pa .
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Chapter 3
Simulation Of Scatt ered Ray Path s In SF, Gas With A
Density Gra dient
a.t tntrcdceuc n
In any light scattering experiment. observation of scaucrcdligju originating from II
point source at one scattering angle is often highly desirable but in practice not llltliinablc.
In any ptactieal light scattering experiment. scattered light from a rangeof scattering angles
originatingfromII. regionof scatteringsites is observedthrough lhecollectionoptics in order
to attain an accceptable signal level. In the present experiment. the scattered light
experiences many changes in refractive index as it propagates through and out of tbc g.as
cell. Thecone of scattered lighl lhat would have been observed i f the prop.1gation path e f thc
light rays had not experienced any refractive index change before it enters the probe. would
consequently be modified inourcase.To findout the range of scattering angles uru l sites th.u
are being observed, a computer simulation of the ray paths propagating through the density
gradient 10 the optical fibre would have to beused. The angles at which the scattered mrs
enter the optical fibre can also be found from this simulation. and this would allow us to
determineifo ur scauered light emry conc into the fibre is within the acceptance cone of thc
optical fibre.
In order to perform this computer simulation, we would first TM.'Cdto simulate the
steadystatedistributionof some of the thermodynamic variables along the height of the cell,
this includes temperamre,thclTl'lOCOOduetivity and density. From these simulation. we would
also be able obtain an estimate of the temperature and sound velocity gradients at difTcn:nt
heights in the cell. From the density distribution, we would be able to find the refractive
index distribution at steady state. These distributions arc obtained from a simple 2
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Figure 18 Vapour Pressure curveof SF.
dimensionalnon-convectiveheat flow model of SF, gas subjected (0 a temperature gradient
in the cell. After !.he refractive indexdistribution is obtained.wecan performa ray tracing
of ell tbe possiblescattered ray pathsfrom all possible scatteringanglesand sites. Fromall
---these my paths. we would choose only those rays that ....'ere able to pass through the
collcctingaperture for further analysis.
To begin our discussionon the computer simulation of thermodynamic:variable
distributions in the cell. we will first look at some c f the thermodynamic properties of Sf ,
and the equationsthat are used to describethem.
3.2 Th e Sulphur HcxaOuor idc Gas
Most of the physical properties of SF, (j S] are shown in Appendix A. The vapour
pressurecurve of Sf, from ·50· C 10 45.6"Ccan be fitted 10 the followingequation[3SJ,
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log 1~41.:::P,.,.. " 0.87652594 - 8 1 6.~99S +0.029287342T-0 .40 1 07S49x l O-~T2
+0.7142667 (3 1 9.~2 - TJ IOg(3 1 9. 802-T) • (15)
whereT is in Kelvins.This vapourpressurecurve is shown in Fil\urc 18. The regions where
some of our experiments took place, with respect to the vapour pressure curve . arc ;tlSIl
shownin Figure18.
The equation of state for a nonideal gas mayberepresented by virial coefficients as
follo....'5 [36J.
(16)
where Z is the compressibility factor and the second vinal coefficient or SF. is given as
Iollc....'5 [19].
Bcn =B-~-~
C RT r ' (17)
where~ "' I .064x lQ'4(ml mol·'r MPa, Bois2xIO-lm' mot' andc '" 1.24x10' (mKymol: l •
If only the second virial coefficient is used in equation( 16). it is accurateto within 1% for
densities less than 100 kg m-l(19].
Therelations between thermal conductivityand temperature fo r gaseousSF. can be
expressed as follows [19J.
'.
K=4.84 >c l O·sTc"u O+3.3Se -r)
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(10)
wh ere T, is the triple point temperat ure . Equa tion (18) is only valid to within 5% in the
temperature range of 230 K to 1000 K. It should be noted from equation (18), that the
thermal condu ctivity does net depend on density.
The molecu lar weight ofSF6 is 146 .07 g mol" , it is one of the heaviest gases known.
It is colo rless, odoorlcss. tasteless. Since all the valence electrons of the sulphur atom are
shared with those o f the fluorine atom, SF6 possesses high chemical stability. SF6 is also a
substance of excelle nt electrical characteris tics : its high dielectric strength has made it one
the most co mmonly used electrica l insula tors , especia lly in the liquid sta te.
Thc computer simulatio n of a the rmodynamic model of our expe riment, to be
presente d in the following section , will be based on the preceding equa tions discussed and
docs not clai m to accurately represent the experi mental condit ions. This mod el should be
treated as thc sim plest non-ideal gas approximation to the actu al conditions. It exh ibits some
of the qual itative features that are expected of the experiment and shou ld be regarded only
as an initial approach to the problem .
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3.3 Cemputes-simulation of the density distribution in a tempera ture t:ndienl .
: I
Since the cell has cylindrical geomeuy
with no angular variations. we can
assume that the 2 dimensional
temperature profile is the sante as thai Z
of a 3 dimensional one. The heat flow h
geometry is shown in Figure 19. The
simulation procedure described in fhe
followingparagraphsis essentiallylhat
suggestedby Dr. J.C. Lewis [31].
T,
VT :
Assuming no convective flow. and
neglecting wall effects. the steadySlate
temperaturedistributionortIle cell can
bedescnbed by the followingheat now
equation,
Cell Profile
To
V.(KVn",O , (19) Figure 19 2-D nonconvccrivcheat Flew model.
where K is the thennal conductivity and T is the temperature. Since both of the above
variablesare a function of heightonly. they can berewritten as
Integrating this equation gives
"'itereA is a constant thai is foundfrom the boundaryconditionsof T(z) .
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(20)
(21)
From Equation (18), we know the relations between the thermal conductivity of SF6
and temperature. If we have an expression of temperature as a function of r. we can
substit ute this expression into Equation (18) to get K as function of z. Substituting this
expression of K(z) into (2 1), would then allow us to find the temperature distribution along
the hei ght of the gas scattering cell. Since solving for T(z) in (21) requires the substitu tion
ofT(z) into this expression, an iteration process must besetup to repeatedly solve (21) unti l
the solution converges. We can do this by starting off the iteration process by using a simple
linear approximation for the temperature distribution as follows:
(22)
Next, wefind K as a function of z from (22), then substituting K(z) into (21) and solving that
equation numerically yields a temperature distribution T(z) that is of a higher approxi mation
than the previous one. Repeating this process with the new T(z) would give us another T(z)
that is of a still higher approximation. We cont inue repeating this process until T(z)
co nverges . The program that I have written to perform the above process converges 10 the
3rd significant figure after 5 iterations and to the 6th significant figure after IS iterations.
Alicr finding a satisfactory solution to T(z), we will next proceed to find the dens ity
distribution along a in the cell. We can do this by first looking for a relation between density
and temperature for SF6 • The density at a given pressure and temperature can be found from
a virinl equation (16) that is corrected to the second coefficient as follows,
PV m
RT(hB(1)) • M'
V
(23)
where III is the mass of gas and M is the molecula r weight of SF6 • Assuming constant
volume, equatio n (23) would yield the following density equation for a unit volume:
PM
RT(hB(1)) 'P ,
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(24)
----"P:;:"':c-~R~C - p •
RT+BoRT-Aa-~ (25)
Alternatively, wecan derivethe followingdensity relation from the Van der Waalsequation.
,*(P+QXI -b):P • (26)
wherea and b areconstants thai are functions of both the critical pressure and temperature.
Comparing equations (25) and(26), we can see that (26) has nn infinite discontinuity al T
"" 0 K whereas (25) has one at T '" 10.785 K. Varying the constant parameters in the
denominator of (25) would vary the positionof its infinite discontinuity. Given that the
density relation (25) is accurate only to 5 % for densities less than 100 kg m-'[191. und
becomes progressively less accurate at higher densities, no physical significance can be
associated with this discontinuity. Here we assume the qualitative charactcrisrics of ihc
density variation abovethediscontinuity onlyas a lim approximation at theproblem.
Substitutinga temperaturedistribution 7(z) and (17) ir uo(25). wouldgive us lhe
densitydistribution p(z).TheknowndensityofSF,at 2S·C and I atmosphereis 6.0Kkgm'' ,
rhe density calculated from (25) for the same pressure is 5.95 kg mojo which gin'S a
difference of about2.1%. Assumingthatmassis conservedaficr 3.temperaturegr:ulicntis
introducedimc thesystem. wecan performan integrationof the mass 3.1differentz, m(t}.
from z:< 0 10 s - h as follows 10solve for thesteadystate pressurecorrespondingto the
densny distributlon;
m " fo ~P(P. T(z»)Sdz •
. (27 )
whereS is the horizontal cross-sectional area of cell. Startingfroma knownamountof gus
m with an initial pressure P. we would expect the pressure to change as a temperature
gradientis introducedinto the system. Thereforethe integral in (27) is not expectedto give
m from the initial valueofp. A program loop is setup to progressively change Ihc value of
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pressurep until it satisfiesequation(27). With the determinationof this new pressure, we
would have also had acquireda density distributionthai satisfy(27). We will next set up.
boundarycondition for the density distributionthat requiresit tc satisfiesa known density
at z· 0 (a density that is close to that of liquidSFJ . Inorder to satisfythis condition,T, in
(21)and (22) willhave to bcrepea!edly adjusted untila vatueofT, is foundthat would yield
a density distribution withanappropriatedensity' (to within 50 kg m.Jof thespecifiedvalue)
atz· 0 and yet at the sametimesatisfy(27).
The refractive index of a gas is related to its density through the Lorentz- Lorenz
relation (34) as follows:
n ' ru;:I .~ (18)
The Lorentz-Lorenz coefficient for Sf . was found to be 0.0783 x 1(r3 ml kg ·[38].
Substituting the density distributioninto (28) would allow us 10easily find the refractive
index distribution of SF. in the gascell.
Figures 20 and 21 show the densitydistributions of SF. simulated from the above
progmmforan initialpressure(If 1.9 MPa(276.5 psia,261.8 psig), the steadystate pressure
is 1.4 MPa . The temperatureat the top is 300 K and a! the bottom is 24 K.The simulated
temperature at the bottom (If the cell is obviously not realistic and very far away from the
actual temperatureat the bottom plate of thecell. The densitydistribution in Figure20 shows
that thedensityat the bottomapproaches that of liquid. This is expected when working with
1 The correctdensities at z ""0 andz· h is more important to us than the correct
temperatures at these pointssincethe densities affect the refractiveindicesdirectly.
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Figur e 20 Distribu tion ofd ensities of SF6 Figur e 2 1 Dcnsity of Slt, as a function 01
along the height of cell temperature.
a gas that is closed 10 the vapour pressure curve. The density at the bottom of the cell was
calculated to be 1172 kg m'',which is close to that of liquid SF. (1336 kg nil (351). At the
top of the cell. we calculated the density of SF6 to be84.9 kg m·). This is very close to Ihm
of 84.3 kg m ol for a SF. gaS held a temperature and pressure of298 K and 1.4 MPa
respectively. Althoughthe calculated vapour pressure curve (Figure IS) indicates that the
density should increaserapidly as temperatureapproaches 277 K for a constantpressureof
about 1.4 MPa(204psia). thisdid 001happenin our computer simulation. The rapiddensity
increaseonlyhappened at a temperatureof about24 K in our simulation. This is probahly
because of the virial equation that we had used is only corrected to the second vlriat
coefficient, which is good for a gas of moderate density. up to 100 kg mol. For a higher
density gas.such as those that is observedwhen a gas is broughtclosed to the vapour
pressure curve. the third or higher virial coefficients would be required. Furthermore, the
densitydistributionwasderivedfrom a Jack of information about the density dependenceof
the: thermalconductivity.Nevertheless,since....-ewere able to obtain a realistic representation
of the densities of SF. at the top and bottomof the cell, we assume that the simulated
density distribution over the remainder of the cell to bea reasonable first approximation. JI
3 Basedon a density of6 .08 kg.m"at a temperatureof 25°C 300 3 pressureof I
atmosphere.
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Figure 22 Distributionof temperatures along FIgure 23 Distributionof refractive indices
the heightof cell alongheightof cell
should also be noted that the nonlinearity of the densitydistribution is due primarilyto the
nonlinearityofthe temperature gradient simulatedfora set of temperature-densityboundary
condition. Therefore, even thoughthe thermalcoefficientof expansion of the gas remains
relativelyconstant in the simulation, a large temperaturegradient would result in a large
densitygradient. Wewill thereforeuse this densitydistributionto calculate the raypathsof
the scattered light in the gas cell. This ray tracingprogramwill be discussed in the next
sectionof this chapter.
The Figures 22 and 23 show the simulation for the temperature vs height and
refractiveindexvs heightdistributionofS F6 in the gasscatteringcell.
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3.4 RB)' traci ng throu gh the densit)· gradient and the imaging fib re optic pr obe
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Figure 24 Axial cross sectional geometryof gassca neneg cell and aperture.
In this section,we will trace the scattered light throughthe density gradien t, into the
aperture, then through the lenses in the imaging fibreoptic probeand finally to the optical
fibre.
3.4.1 RaJlracing through the density gnlldicDI.
In this program.. I have divided thevolume of gas into 100 layers. The refractive
indexofeachlayer(O.79mmhigh) of gas wasdetermined from the previous density gmdicnt
simulation program. Scattered rayspaths from sites starting from the entrance window going
all the waydown to the exit window will be analyzed.The sites are0.79 mm apart along the
pathof the laser beam. From each site, scattered rays from scatlering angles of5 ~ to 89~wi ll
be analyzed in incremental steps of O.S ~ . The paths available 10 the emerging rays were
determined by an aperture 1.59 mm in diameter and 12.7 mm in length. whose axis was
orientedat 220 10 the laserbeam. Reflections at the inner surfaceof the aperture attachment
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Figure 25 Scatteredraypathsthrougha densitygradient,as seenfrom outputof
simulation program.Insetshowsa magnified viewof the raypaths. The
histogramon the rightof the raypathsshowstheir relative frequencyof
occurrence.
wereignoredsothat the axialcross-section ofirs inner surface represented in Figure24 has
the effeet as two aperturesin series,whichwill thereafterbe referredto as the" collecting
aperture". Araystartingoff froma scatteringsite andendingat the collectingaperture may
have up to 103segmcnts,dependingon wherethe scatteringsite is located. The 1stto 99th
segmentsdefinethe ray path through the densitygradientin the gas. The 100th to 103rd
segments define the ray path throughair fromthe exit windowofthe cell to the aperture.
ll1CSC arcshownin Figure24. Theraypathwill be calculated and the coordinatesof the ray
comparedtothecoordinates of the aperture, if theraypath falls within the aperturethenthat
ray will be plottedout. This program will start by first tracinga scatteredray through 103
different layers from a scatteringangle of 5° at a scatteringsite located at the entrance
window. It will then increase the scatteringangleby0.50 and the next scatteredraywill be
traced through the 103 layers again. It will continueto do this until it reaches 89°, after
whichthescattering sitepositionwillbe decremented byO.79mm alongthe pathof the laser
andscatteredraypathsfromscatteringanglesof 5° to 89° willagainbe traced. Bythe time
the last scattering site isanalyzed, all probablyscatteredraypaths (except for reflected rays)
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from SF. that are on the left side ofth e laser beam would howe been analyzedfor their
possibilityof entryinto the aperture.An actual output fromthisprogramis shownin Figure
25. In this simulation, the aperture is position at2r to the laser beam path and the top ld \
edge of the collecting aperture is 11.9 mm awayfromthe laser beam. The relativeamount
of scattered raysthat are able to get throughthe aperturefroma scattering site is indicated
by a horizontal line left of the scattering site. A longer line indicates more scattered ruys
from this site wereable to gel through the aperture. From ibcsc lines, we get an intensity
distribution ofscaneredlightfrom the scattering sites. Figure25 showsthat this distribution
is not symmetric. This is probably due to the fact that the aperture is not perpendicular to
thelaserbeam. For an apertureof thcsizcand at thepositionspecifiedearlier. the regionof
scattering sitesobserved by the collectionopticsconsistsof a segment along the laserbeam
path that isabout 23mmin length.
The nexttraee in this programwill show a magnifiedview of the raysgoing through
the collecting apertureand the paths that these rays will take 10 propagate to a position that
is 198.5 mm away along the optic axis fromthe entrance of aperture. The output of this
programis shownin Figure 26 .There willbeno optical elements alongtheir paths. Wesec
a cumulative effect fromthe raysthat show a beamof lightconfined to propagate along the
collecting aperture and afterthat,diverges as it should.This can be servedas a checkto the
accuracyof our ray tracing through the system; raysthat don't get from the entrance to lhe
exit of the aperturewould not be plotted. The next trace will bea further developmentof
this trace, whichwill involve tracing the ray paths throughthe apertureand through 3 lenses
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inseries,l.cwe will trace theray pathsthrough the entranceopticsof the imaging fibreoptic
probe. The seale for the first trace(Figure25) is 32 pixels to 12.7 mm(O.S inch) or 1 pixel
to0.397 mm. In the following trace (Figure26), the scale is magnified5 timesand it is 160
plxclstc J2.7mm .
3.4,2 Ray tracing 1391through the imaging Iibre optic probe
We start the discussion of ray tracing througha set of lenses by first consideringa
Figure 27 Transfer functioncoordinates
.h _.- -: ,,;~/Pcfx:Y'/! P(x,y)
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simple case of ray propagationfrom one point on a convex surface 10 another convex
surface, as shown in Figure 27 . Our aim here is to transform the starting coordinates
P l x j.y /) of the rayon the startingsurface to another set of endingcoordinates P(x,y)that
specifythe end point of the ray in Ihe end surface.
From the above figure,we can express the coordinatesof the point of intersection
between rayand vertex plane Pofx",yrJ as follows,
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(29)
where M~coseT. , and L"'cosaz., ' andXe '"'0, i.e. vertexof end surfaceis the origin. I\lso.
fromlhediagramwecansee thatY.Yo+Mliand x=LA, whcreA is thc Icngtho f thc my from
p"x~Ya) to P(x.y).
The equation of a circle with radius R whose centre is shifted by x .. R call he
expressed as follows,
(30)
where c=~ is the curvature of the circle. Wccan rcwrite (30) in terms of Ans follows.
(31)
whereequation(31) isquadratic in A, so Ii can be expressedas follows.
(32)
whereG=L-cyc# and F=Yo
2c .
SinceAis zerowhen xo"Yo"O, wemustchoosethe negative valucofthc square root
in (32). By multiplyingbothsidcsof(32) by G+~ .we gCllhc following:
• • _ _F_
G+~ (33)
From(33) . we can express x andy in terms of X_I and Y_l, thus allowing us to unnsform
the coordinates of thestarting point of ray to the coordinatesof the end point of ray. I will
call this the transfer functionof theray.
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Figur e 28 Vectors ofinclde nt and refracted ray
We will now proceed\0 discuss refraction at the interfaceof'two media. OUT aim is
to lind the new direct ional cosines of the ray after it has undergone refraction.
The vector form ofSncll' s Jaw is expressed as follows:
n '(r 'xn):n(fxn) (34)
The unit vectorsare shown in Figure28 . Equation (34) may beexpandedto the following
form:
n'f'- n; :=n(n 'cos/' - ncQsl) (35)
l11C unit vectorscan also be representedby their respectivedirectionalcosines.
f =Lt+Mj,
; '=L't+Mi,
n=cr.{+pj.
where {L.M'l,t L ',M '} and (a,{J}are directionalcosines of the incident ray, refracted ray and
the normal vectorto the surface, respectively. We can now express(35) in tenus of the t.j
unit vectors as follo ws.
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(~6)
where A: is n 'cos! ' -ncosl , Equation(36)implies the following:
(,7)
The unit nonnal vector (a. fJ)to the surface ofn circle whosecentre isshifted bythe mdins
R in the x direction is given by (l. ex. -<.y). Therefore wecan rewrite (37) ll:l follows:
L ,:"L+k-c:h
n !
M,=. "M-eyk
n '
Also.since cosJ=f Ji. wecan expandthe dot product andget the following:
cos!=~
Furthermore,from Snell's law we gel.
cosl '= ..2...J" Il -n~ I -C/)s21)
n'
(3H)
(39)
(40)
Thereforek canbe foundfromGand F through Equations (39) and (40). Substitutingk into
Equation (38). would allow us to find the refracted directional cosines L' and M' from the
incident directional cosines L and M. This function that pcrfonns lhc directional cosines
transformationwillbecalledthe refractionfunction.
5.
Figure 29 Scatteredraypaths throughfibreopticprobe.
To trace a ray through a series of lenses would simply require the repeated
application of the transferfunctionand refraction function to all the surfaces in theoptical
system.Our simulationofthe 3 elementsoptical systemused in the fibre optic probeconsist
of 8 surfacesrather than 6 becausethe simulated biconvex lens is actually two simulated
plano-convex lens placedbackto back. Altogether, thereare 9 iterations in myprogramto
simulate the raygoingfromthe apertureentranceto the inputendof the optical fibre.
Figure 29 shows the output of the program,it displaysthe paths of the raysthrough
the lenses as calculatedbythe aboveprogram.Theimagedistance,estimatedfrom Figure
29, isabout5.6:l:0.8 mmawayfrom the last lenssurface. The lowest valuein this rangeof
imagedistancesestimated from the simulationdiffers fromthe calculated image distanceof
4.4 mm, for an object distance!of 44.5 mm, by 0.4 mm. This discrepancyis probably
mainlydue to the orientationof the collectingaperturewith respectto the laser beam.
__~,~,,_.The rangeofaoglesat which the raysenter the optical fibregoes from_5.3°to 5.5°.
This indicatesa slightangular asymmetryin theconeof scattered lightthat enters theoptic
fibre. Butnevertheless, theseangles are well withintheacceptanceconeof the optical fibre,
which goes from _12.7° to 12.7°. The range of scatteringangles, as measured by their
frequency shifts', that wereobservedis shown in Figure30. The rangeof frequencyshifts
J Base on an apertureangleof22" and a aperture distanceof I 1.9 mm fromthe laser
beam path
• Calculated froma soundspeedof 136 m.s'', meanrefractive index of 1.05 and at a
wavelengthof 514.5 run.
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Figure 30 Relative intensity of scattered light entering optic fibre from
different scattering angles.
(Iinewid~)observed at half the maximum intensity is estimated to beFrom552 xlfl rad 5"1
to 742x l(/'rad 5,1, with the maximum number ofscattercd raysobserved at a shllt cf'about
650x 106 rad s' (21.5°).
Thescalein thisFigure29 is 160pixels to 12.7 mm, whichis 5 times larger lhan the
scaleused in the first ray tracingprogram.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Resnlts
4.1 Intr od uction
In Ihis sectio n, Brillouin spectra arc presente d for SF6 gas in both equi librium and
non cqutlibrium slates. Th e Brillouin spectra for SF6 gas in the equilibrium state serve to
validate the workingof our experimental setup. especially the optical fibre collectionoptics.
These will be applied to finding the linewidths of the central (Rayleigh)and the Brillouin
components oft he scattered light. We will also use the spectra collected in the equilibrium
staleto observe the change in sound speed with pressureand compare it to some theoretical
resu lts from Equatio n 11 in Chapte r J. An extra set of unknown secondary peaks was
observed together with the Brillouin components in the spectra. In order to determine the
natureof'tbeseunknown secondary peaks,we had to design and carryout extra experiments
that werenot part of our original objective. Following this, I will look at 2 Brillouin spectra
ofSF6 gas at nonequilibrium, observed at different pressures.All the observed scattering
took placeat sites thatwereclose to the bottom of the gas cell and with a collecting aperture
of size 1.59mm in diameter and 12.7mm in length.
4.2 Results
TheBrillouin spectrumshownin Figure31 was collected at a scattering angle of22 0
:I: 10 withthe gaspressureheld at 1.28 MPa(171psig) and the gas temperature at 20·C. The
freespectralrange(FSR)of the interferometer is 1.23GHz with 256 channels separating the
different orders of interference. Altogether, the Brillouin spectrum covers 2 free spectral
range or 3 orders of interference. Each channel represents a frequency shift of 4.80 MHz.
The finesse was about 26. Figure 32 showsan expanded view of the central component of
the Brillouin spectrum. The linewidth of the Rayleighline at half height was found to be
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Figure:31 A Brillouin spectrumcollected forSF6 gasin nnequilibriumstale.
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Figure 32 The Brillouin spectrum forone orderof interference.
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Figure 33 Linewidth of a Brillouin component.
50.5 ± 4.8 MH7_ The frequency shift of tile Brillouin line wasmeasured to be98.5:!: 4.8
MHz.This correspondsto a soundspeed of 133 ± 6 m s''.From Figure 33. we can estimate
the fullwidthof the Brillouin componentat half height10 be 54.0 :l:4.8 MHz. This would
giveus an angular frequency width 6wof (332 ± 60) x 10' rad s",which is 82 x 1<frad S·l
wider than the Iinewidlhdue10 the finite collection coneas foundby computer simulation.
The set of secondarypeaks seen between the firstand second order in Figure31 is
cf an unknownnature,wh~_ I shall call X-peaks.. The intensityof these peaks is weaker
than the Brillouin componentsby about a factorof 100. Thereareno significantcllanges in
the positions of these peakswhen thescatteringangle wasvariedfrom 22° to 36°. Inorder
to determine lhenatureof theX-peaks,experiments had to beperformedto ascertain if these
signals are coming fromthe optical fibre,thegas cell Or the SF6 gas. This includedusinga
lo A bandpass filter, centredat 514.5 nm, to removeany Raman components fromthe
spectrum. The X-peakscouldstill beobservedwhenthe filter wasused. The polarization of
the Xcpcnks \~llS found10 bein the same direction as the Brillouin lines from the gas,thus
the X-peakswere not depolarized.
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Ftgere 34 Changes in Xepeaks position as the FSR is changed.
The next step in the quest into the origins of'thc Xcpeaks was to determine the order
orinterfen:nce thesepeaksbelongto so that their frequencyshills can befound. The X-peak
may belong to the order of interferenceassociated with the Rayleighline on either silk of
it or it may belong to an order that is more than one FSR away. Because of Ih~'SC
complications, the FSR oft he Fabry-Perot iruerfcromcrcr had to bc varied so us 10 observe
and measure the correspondingchange in position of these peaks. From these changes in
position, wecan findout if the frequency shifts are greatcr ce less thanone FSR. If the shin.'i
are less than one FSR,.we would needto observe the direction in whieh a given X-peak
moves as the FSR is changed so as to allow us to determine if it belongs to the orderon its
leftor right. Figure 34 showsthe relative change in the channel positions of the x- pcaks for
differentfreespectral ranges, determined by its plate separation d.The relation between the
plateseparation d and the frequencyshift is as fellows,
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Figure35 The number of channelsused to represent a particularfrequencyshiftis
proportionalto the plateseparationin the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
d;. (B+nN)c ,
2N(j+nfj)
d. _B_'_+~
2N(j+nfjsr> 2Nif+nfj.,) '
(41)
where B is the frequency shift in channels measuredwithinoneorder,N is the numberof
channels per FSR, 11is the number of order that the shift belo~g.~ to, c is the speed of light,
fpristheFSRandfis the frequencyshift inHzmeasuredwithin oneorder. Iffbelongs to an
order that is" FSRaway, then the frequencyshift wouldbel + nfpr By planing a graphof
B vs d. we wouldgel a slopeof 2Nif:n/ftJ .FromFigure35, wecalculated the slopeto be
0.83. FromFigure34, wecan see that the X-peaks moveawayfromeach other and towards
the Rayleigh line as the FSRis increased.
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The behaviour of the x- peaks with ehanges in t~ pressure is shown in Figure36.
There is a noticeableincreasein the frequencyshift as the~ is reduced . The signal
to noise ratio gets lower as we get to about 1.01 Mpa (132 psig) and at 0.857 MPa (110
psig), the signal to noise ratio is so low that the Xspeaks are hardlydislinguishtlble. 111is
contributes to the relatively large uncertainty in measuring its frequency shins lit low
pressures.
As it was suspected that the Xcpeaks may originate in some fonn of secondary
scattering process from a reflectedlaser light beam from inside the cell. a bnckscuucring
experiment was conducted to examine the behaviour of the backscaucrcd Brillouin
frequency shift for different pressures (at a temperature of about 19°C) . This is done by
reflecting thelaser beamback into thecell wilha concave mirror. At a beck sceucriog angle
of IS8°(180°.2r ), the backscatter frequencyshift. seen from Figure37 shows an increase
in the frequencyshifts as the pressure gets lower. The signal to noise r.llio also gets luwl...,
as we go below 0.72 MPa (90 psig) and at 0.44 MPa (SO psig) the peaks are barely
noticeable as they get even weaker and closer together. In Figure 38, we compare the
changesin the frequency shins of both the X-peaks and the backscatterpeaks uswe change
the pressure.
The sound speed for SF. at different pressures can also beextracted from the above
backscatter data. These are shown in Figure 39 with some theoretical data calculated by
Equation (I I) from Chapter I; pressure is used instead-of density in this casco The
experimental data were fined to a polynomial that is quadratic in the sound speedc.
Figure 40 and 41 compares the Brillouin spectra for SF. in the equilibrium and
nenequilibrium states. The Brillouin spectra for Figure 40 were acquired at a pressureof
0.919MPa (119psig)atequilibrium and 0.891 MPa(115 psig)whcnat nonequilibrium. For
the spectra in Figure 41, thepressure was at 1.) 8 MPa (186 psig) al equilibriumand 1.35
MPa (182 psig) at nonequilibrium. The temperature gradients for the Brillouin spectra in
Figure 40 and 41 wereat about 15.3 Kern" and 18.9 Kern'! respectively. '111C values of the
temperature gradients were based on the assumption that the simulated temperatureprofile
is representativeof the actual conditionsin the gascell. The temperature profili from the
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Figure 38 Comparison of the frequency shifts changebetweenXepeaks and
backscatter peaks as the pressureis changed.
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Figure 39 Sound speeds In gaseous SF6 for different pressures.
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Figure 40 Changes In the SF. Brillouin spectrum intensity as II goes fmm a
equilibriumto a nonequilibriumstate. Pressuregoes from 0.919 MPa(134 psia)
to 0.891 MPa (130 psia}.
simulation,shown in Figure22in O\apter3. indicates that the temperaturegradient at about
0.5 em from the bottom ofthe cell is about 9 times greater than what it would have been if
a linear temperature profile was assumed.The Brillouin specua in Figure 41 were acquired
at conditions that are closer to the vapour pressure curve than that of Ihe other spectra, as
shownin Figure42. A larger density gradientwas therefore expected to occur. The changes
in the Rayleigh line intensity in going from an equilibriumstale to a noncquilibrium state
were8.6± 1.4% and 15.5 ± 1.4% for lhe Brillouin spectra in Figurcs40and 41. respectively.
The changes in the Brillo uin component intensity in going from an equilibrium to a
nonequili brium stale were 16.4 ± J. l% and 16.7 ± 3.3 % for the spectra in Figurcs40 and
41, respectively. Also , there was observed to bea decrease in the Brillouin line shin in both
"
n.
f\
i'\
Equilibrium
NC~\Ii1ibr ium
Figure 41 Changesin the SF6 Brillouinspectrum intensity as it goes from an
equilibrium10a nonequilibriumstate. Pressure goes from 1.38 MPa(20 I psia)
to 1.35MPa( 197psia).
CUSl.'S whengoingfroman equilibrium toa noncquilibriumstate. This shift is aboul4 .8 ± 2.4
Mliz.fbr both ceses.
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Figure 42 Positions of theexperimental conditions with
reference to the vapour pressurecurve.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
S.I Discussion
We hav e dem cn sua ted that the optical fibre techn ique used in this ex periment was
successfulinacquiringa Brillouin spectrumof gaseous SF. , and wasable to determinethe
sound speed of SF. to be 133 * 6 m 5.1 at a pressure of 1.28 MPa (171 psig) and a
temperature or20° C. This result agreeswith the result fromother experiment135] of 136
111 s" at a pressure orO.1 MPa lind a temperature of25 ~C; the speed of sound should be
expected to be slightly lowerthan 136 m s" at higherpressures. The Brillouin component
lincwidth was measured to be(332 :r 60) x Irl rad 5'1, which is 82 x Irt rad s' wider than
the simulatedline widthof 190x Irl rad .5"1. The linewidth predicted fromthe simulations
of Chaplcr 3 is therefore of ihe same order of magnitude as that of the measured one. One
of thcC1U5eS of tbc widerIinewidth in theexperimental Brillouin component may bedue the
fact that the cylindrical wall that makes up the aperture in the aperture anachment is
ref lective, in contrast to the nonreflective wall assume in the computer simulation. This
would most probably direct rays from outside thesolid angle defined by the ncnreflecting
c-, aperture in the computer simulation into the imaging fibreoptic probe. The Fabry-Perot
~ i.:interferometer and the collection optics "ill also contribute to the wider experimental
Brillouin linewidth ,
To determine the frequency shift of the X-peaks, wevaried the plate separation din
the interferometer to observe changes in the number of channels required to specify a given
peak position. The relation between the plate separation d and the number of channels
required to represent the frequency shift was found to be linear with a coefficient of
proportionality of 0.83. This corresponds to the value of 0.82 found from the slope of
Equation (41) foran assumed fteqllCncy -~hiftfof478 MHz and n"" O. From this we can infer
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that f is less than one FSR in magnitude. To findout which Rayleigh lines ( the one on its
left or right side) it belongs to. we need to look at the directionof change. As the FSR is
increased. the number of channels used to specify a given peak position should decrease,
therefore the peak will move towards its "parent" Rayleigh line. In other words, the slope
of B versus d should be positive. We can now conclude from Figures34 and 3S that the
rightmostX-peakbelongsto thesameorderas the Rayleigh lineon the right and the Icfln~
X-peakbelongs to the one on its left. We can therefore conclude that the frequcocy shin for
the Xcpeak at a pressure of 1.78 MPa (245 psig) is thus measured to be 478 ± 4.8 MUz.
Tbefrcquencyshiftsof the Xcpcaks were found to increase as the pressu re in the I;:IS
was decreased. This is similar to the changes in the frequency shin for the backscatter
Brillouin component at 158°, Both typesof peaks in the Brillouin spectra werefound to be
similar in magnitude and in the directionofchonge at pressures from 1.82 MPa (250 psi£,)
to 1.13 MPa (150 psig). At pressures lower than this! their magnitude deviates. This is
probably because of the difficulty in dctennining the maxima of the X-peaks at these
pressuresdue to their low signal to noise ratio.
The directionof the polarization of the Xcpeaks, its frequency shin magnitude{small
compared to frequency shifts from liquid and solids) and the similarity in its behaviour 10
backscatter Brillouin shiftsas pressurevaries. leads us 10believe that the Xcpcaks originated
from backscauering in the SF. gas by a beam of laser light reflected back up into the cell
fromthe exit window as the main laser beam passes through it.
The sound speedsin SF. gas for various pressures wereextracted from the datilof
the baekscanering experiment performed previously. Thesedata were filled to a quadratic
polynomial curve with the following coefficients:
p '" - 12462+198.1c-o.773c2 ,
whiehindicatesa negativenonlineartermin the sound speed c. The theoretical relations [19J
between pressure and sound speed is as follows,
"
M 2 RT
P • 2B(1)/ - 2B(1) • ( 42)
wherey is the ratio of thespecificheats.R is the universal gasconstant,M is the molecular
mass,p is the pressure,T is the temperatureand 8(I] is the secondvirialcoefficient. Since
8(l) isnegativeat 292 K, the thcoretical relations contain alsoa negativenonlineartermin
the sound speed. Comparingdata from both theoretical calculations and experimental
measurements showsthatthe thereis a stronger nonlinearity in the experimental valuesthan
the theoreticalones.
Ourattemptto observe nonequilibriumeffectsin gaseousSF6 is shown in Figures 40
and 4 I. An increase in the intensity of the Rayleigh line wasobserved. This increase may
be due to optical effects createdin the nonequilibrium gas.Thechangein the Rayleighline
intensity whenthenonequilibriumconditionwasbrought close to the vapourpressurecurve
wasabout twiceas much as that when the nonequilibrium condition is further away. Oneof
the reason for this larger increasemay bedue to the higher densitiesand larger optical
effectsexperienced in the former situation. Althoughthere are theoriesand experiment [46]
that attribute an increasein the Rayleigh line intensity to nonequilibrium effects, these
effects were observed with systemsthat have a larger temperature gradient and smaller
wavcvcctork thanours.To determineif anyof the increase in the Rayleighline intensity in
our system is due to nonequilibriumeffectswould requirefurther investigations.
'There wasobservedto be anequalamountofincreasein the intensityof the Brillouin
components in both cases of about 16%. It seems that an increase in density at
nonequilibriumcan only partiallyexplain them since a larger increase was not observed
whcn the noncquilibriumconditions were broughtcloser10the vaporpressurecurve, like
those seen in the Rayleigh line. Changcs in the optical properties in the gas at
nonequilibrium statemayplaya role in increasingthe amount of scattered light collected
by thc imaging fibreopticprobe.Furthermore, the rangeof scatteringangles observedmay
alsobechangedat the nonequilibruim state. Therefore,until otherprobablecontributionsto
theincrease in the Brillouin components intensityare eliminated,we can not concludethat
the change in the Brillouin line intensityseen in our experimentisdueto sound bending in
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the nonequilibrium gas. We had also observed u noticeable decrease in the Brillouin
componentfrequencyshiftwhen the gusis ina noncquillbrlum state. Although, the gcncrul
theoryby Schmitzand Cohendid mention a possible change in the Brillouin component line
shape whichwould resultin a change in the frequencyshift when fluid is at noncquilibrium.
we still cannot rule out the possibility of this change arising from lhe effecl of havin~ 3
higher density gasat the bcuomof'the cell or that a different range of scaucring nnglcswrus
observed when the gas is at nonequllihrium.
5.2 Conclusion
We have, for the first lime to my knowledge. successfully utilizedan imaginJ;fibre
optie probe10 acquirea Brillouinspectrumofa gas.Using this technique. we can study the
Brillouin scattering spectra of samples that have difficult to tlCCCSS or geometrically
complicated scattering sites.
Wehave., throughtheuseopticalli bre technique. determined the soundspeed in SF.
gasat a pressure of 1.28 MPa {171psig) to be 133 %6 m s'". This agreeswith results from
otherexpcrimentswhich givesa soundspeedof 136 m s" at 0.1 MPn. The changes in sound
speeds with different pressures were also measured and compared whh theoretical results
basedon the Virial equation corrected to thesecond coefficient. Our resultsare higher than
the theoretical ones, about 15·30 m s" higher, and it also shows a higher degree: of non-
linearity thanthe~caJ I$lIIS.. This indicates an inadequacy in thesound speed relat ion
derived fromthe Virial equationcorrected only 10 the second virial coefficicra.
Wehave alsodetermined the linewidthoftheRayleigh line to be50.5± 4.8 MHz and
the Brillouin linewidth to be54.8 ± 4.8 MHz. Comparing the Brillouin linewidth fromthe
computer simulation with the measured linewidthshows thatlh ey are ofme same ordcrof
magnitude. This indicates that our computer simulation is able to simulate seauering
conditions in lhe experimentthat is close to theactual conditions.
Although the appearance of a set of unknown secondary peaks in the Brillouin
spectrum had occupied a significant portion of our time in this experiment. we were :
nevertheless able to provide evidence that shows a strong indication of it coming from
backscanering resulting from a secondaryreflected laser beam.
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We were able to observe effects in the Brillouin components of the spectrum at
noncquilibrium that arc similar to those predictedby the general theory of nonequilibrium
fluids.These observedeffectscan not be attributed to nonlineareffects like soundbending
until other possible causesof theseeffects can be eliminated. This would require further
investigationsto eliminate anyopticaleffects that maycontributeto the increasein intensity
of the Brillouin components. Wemayconductexperiments withdifferent temperature and
roundspeedgradients andcompareany changesin intensities observed with those predicted
by theory. One method of reducing optical effects in this experimentis to conduct this
experiment with a binary gas mixturecomprising of SF6 and Ii. Subjecting this binary
mixture to a temperaturegradient would tend to separate the gas into its constituent
components, with 1-12 on top and SF6 at the bottom. At the boundary between these two
regions, wcshouldobserve a largechange in sound speedas wemovefromH2 to SF6• In this
case, the region of highsound speedgradientcould be somewhere in the middle of the cell
instead ofbcingcloseto the bottom ofcell,as was the case for this experiment.By observing
scattering froma region in the middle of cell, the amount of parasitic light entering the
collectionoptics fromtheexit windowin the gas cell would be reduced.
Further improvementscan be made to the imagingfibre opticprobe to reducenoise
and improve the finesse of the collection optics. Spatial filtering techniques may be
employed to remove noise in the scattered light before it enters the imagingbeam probe.
Thismay alsohelp toreduceanyoptical effects arisingfromthe nonequilibriumgas.Smaller
diameter optical fibresmayalso be used, so as to provide a betterapproximation to a point
source forthe spectralanalysisoptics. Improvementsin the gasscatteringcelfcan be made
through the implementation of a temperature controlledheat source,insulationto the walls
ofthc cellto reduce the effectof heat loss to the surroundingenvironmentand finding ways
to reducescalteringand reflectionsfromthe Mylar windows.
Althoughwehad not been successful in confirming the existenceof ncnequilibrium
effects caused by sound bending in a fluid subject to a temperature gradient, we have
nevertheless laid the foundation for further studies into this problem. We had seen
indicationsof the existence of theseeffects but couldnot at this time eliminate otherfactors
that might also give rise to these effects. We performed a studyinto the variation of sound
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speed with pressure and had observ ed a greater no nlinearity in the sound spee d vnriatlon
than w as predicted by theoreti cal results derived from the v irial equatio n. We have
developed a new metho d of scattered light collection for stud ics of spectra in the Brillouin
scattering regime . With this method . we would be able to probe for sound WIIVCS coming
from locations that would have otherwise been difficult to achie ve i f convcntiooe l optical
technique s were used.
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Appendix A
The followingarc die physical propertiei of sulphur hcxnflouridc. reproduced from1351
page429.
Pro", ,,,
Sublimation point "C
Heal of sublimatlon.kl/mol!
Triplepoint. °C
Pressure at triple point. kPa~
Critical temperature, ..c
Cnricel pressureMpa'
Criticaldensity, g.cm'
Density, wem}
solid at-195.2 °C
liquid
1>"
Vapour pressureof saturatedliquid .MPa'
Heat of formation,kJ/mo12
Freeenergyoffonnation. kJ/mol1
Heat of vaporiza tion, kJ/mol ~
Entropy. kJ/(mo1.K)2
Value
-63.0
23.59
·5052
225.31
455 5
3.759
0.737
2.863
1.336
6.0886x l0 ·}
2.3676
-1221.66
· 1117.73
9.64 19
291.874
~A1 1 data refer to 2S°C and IOI.3kPa [Iatrn],unlessotherwisestated, To convert from
atm to psia, multiply by 14.696.
lTo convert J to cal, divide by 4.184.
-tro convert kPa to mm Hg, multiply by 7.5.
"Toconvert Mpa to aun, divide by 0.101.
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Propcny Value
Heat capac ity, JJ(mol .K)l
liquid at -43 ·C 119.5
gas 97234
Surface tension 3t ·20 · C . mN/m 8.02
Viscosi ty, mPa.s
liqu id 0.277
gas 0.0 1576
The rmal conduct ivity, W/(m.K)
liquid 0.0583
gas 0.0141 5
Sound Velocity. gas , ntIs 136
Refractive index. n 1.000783
Dielectric constant
liquid 1.81
gas 1.00204
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Appendix B
Pr opagative modes in an optica l fibre
Propagative modes are present inan optical fibre because of interferenceeffects
in the fibre, arising from the coherent nature or tbc laser light. These constructive or
destructiv e interferen«s give rise theeffect oflight travelling in the fibre only in precise
angles; "precise" means that it propagatesin directions in which the light waves will
intcrfere constructively[40]. These different directions of propagation arc shown in
Figure A:l . The waves associated with the different paths of propagation arc called
modes (eigenweves).The first ten modes of a multimodc fibre (imaging [rom the output
end of fibre) are shown in FigureA,2. Mathematically. these modes arc sohnions m
Maxwell's equations in an optical waveguide. The number of modes in a glass core lihrc
(in the absence c fbirefringence) is approximatelyequal to
N .. !: ..L .
2 g +2
(A.I)
where Vis calledthe V number or rbc normalized frequency and g illthe refractive index
profileof the fibre,g is I, 2 and .. for a triangular. parabolic and a step profile
respectively (40J. The V numberis given by V - ku NA • where k is wavenumber, tI is
the core diameter and NA is jhe numerical aperture.NA defines the maximum acceptance
angle of the fibre which is related to the refractive indices as follows:
NA '" sine..... = J n I .-n I 2
"
(A.2)
Figure A.l . Different
modes. propagating down
a dielecrnc bounded
above and below by
different media. (34 )
---~...-Figu re A.2. The first len LP" modes. which can be
seen from projections from end ora fibre.140j
Therefore for a step index glass fibre, the maximum number of modes in the fibre is
(A .3)
Thus. the fo llowing conditions (plus thc launching conditions) affect the type and the
number of modes present in an optical fibre: the numerical aperture. the core diameter
and the frequency of the laser light used. When the ~ . number is smaller than the constant
"<.== 2A05 in a step index profile fibre. on ly a single mode . the HE" mode can
propagate in the core. Vc«is the x value of the Bessel function ,/,/x ) first zero.
T he li E modes
The HE,~ and E) ) ,, ~ modes arc solutions of Maxwell's equation in a dielectric
cylindrical waveguide that contain both nonzero 11and E components along the di rection
of propagation. This is in contrast to the TE or the TM modes which have either a
nonzero H or E component along the direct ion of propagation respect ively, The nonzero
H, and E, (assuming direct ion of propagation is in the z direction) arises from the
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F',&u~A.J.Theerrm orfibrc: diameu:r Ol'l w.we
speed for the HE".TE" andTM,. 1I1Odc=l.
boundaryconditions that arc different from thoseof thcconductive waveguide. for
example. the electric fielddo not vanish in a dielectricas they do in a conductor. TE and
TMmodes can still exist in a cylindrical dielectric waveguide,but only in mock's whose
solutions does not have angular dependence. HE...modes represents modes with a highl..,.
intensity in the H, component comparedto the E.component, whereas the EH.. modes
represent the opposite [41]. Jl represents the order of'Besscl's function in the solution lind
II represents the roots of thc uth ordercharacteristicequation of the HE or H I rnode. ln
Figure A,3, it shows a plotl of the wave speed versus the fibrediameter lor the three
modes, the HEn ' TE,oand theTMIG • in a cylindrical polystyrene rod. As the libre
diameter gets smaller. only the HEu modestill persist. Thedispersion of the HEu mode
(from the slope of me curve) is very small. lhcreforelosses can bemade very small.
Becauseof the neardcgeneraey betweenthe HE." .jland theEH•.I", modes, we
have a case of superposition of these two modes[42). Glodgc [43] introduced the notntion
of LP"II modes in this ease to suggest "linearly polarized modes", The HE,l mode is also
the LP~, mode.
lFrom numericalcalculations by Elasserfor roots ",Z 0 and I. [44J
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Appendix C
Inelastic Light Scattering[34]
To quantum mechanica lly describ e Brillouin scattering , we can cons ider the
interaction of an incident photon . a scattered photon and a phonon in an inelastic
scattering process. There are two types of inelastic scattering processes that can take
place:
i) absorp tion; An incident photon of energy hwpcollides with a phonon of energy
hi2>s to prod uce a photon of energy ha,dfrom the scattering site. The phonon is
destroyed in this process. This process satis fies the following equation s:
(A.4)
(A.S)
i f" f. and kd are wavevecrors of incident photon. incident phonon and scattered
photon respectively , as shown in Figure A.4 .
ii) emission: An incident photon of energy hwp enters the scattering site and produces
both a photon of energy hWd3nd a phonon of energy hw, from the scattering site,
such that
(A.• )
(A.7)
7 9
¥~L
It. It.
l Absorp'-ion
Figure A.4 Inelastic hght scauen ng
The phonons in both cases are either naturally present (as Fourier components of lhc
thermal noise) or are externally generated. In both the absorpron and emission
scattering, a frequency shift occurs. From Equations (A .S) and (A.?) we can sec that
the momentum transfer is hi,-h~ " ±hf• • therefore the wavelength of I.he
momentum transferred is the wavelength of the phooon.
We can rearrange the vectors in Figure A.4 10 the form as shown in Figure A.5 .
From Figure A.S • the x-componcms of both (i) and ( ii) are
(A.H)
(A. 9)
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I. Abrorption
Figure A.S Vector additi on
The y-compcrena for ( i) are
and for (i i) are
t •
..
t,
o,
H.Emission
(A.I ')
(A.II )
From Equations (A.9), (A. IO), and (A. I I), we can analyse the resulting wavevectors
from the photon. phonon interaction in both the emission and absorption process.
Since the frequency shift in the scattered light is small . we can approximate that
kpzk rr From (A.8) , we have 8p ... 8d • we
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can then write (A. IO) as,
(A.12)
If the angle between the scatte red and the unscanered photon (i.e. di rect ion of photon
if no deflection occurred) is e. then O~ is equa l to ()/2 . Let the incident photon
wavelength be Xo. and the phonon wavelength be A. wecan then rewrit e (A. t2) as
the following.
(A .B )
there fore we have A :: ).J 2 [sin (9n n ·1 •
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APPENDIXD
Flowchart for calculat ions (If density distribution in a temper atu re gradient.
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Sourc e Codes (01"calc ulatio ns 0( dCn5i~' dislr ibulion in a tempera ture gra dicn l.
(W ritte n in J\b.p ll!V)
resan:
n :" IOO:
s :- 15:# specify the no. ofiteratlons to be performed beforethe temperaturedistribution
converges.
kappa! := array(L (n+I)):
zl :" arraY(1..2· (n+1» :
IT :- z c- «TI - TO)lh)"z +TO: 1#Assume a linear temperatu re profile in (irst
approximation
TT(z):
TO:.. 30: 1#Temperature (in kelvins) at bottom of cell.
TI :- 300:# Temperature at lopofcel\.
Ttrp := 222.35:# Triple pointof sulphur hcxaflouride.
mm :e 0.146:#molecular weightof sulphur hexallouridcin kg per mole.
h :- 0.08: # height of cell in metre.
Tc :'" 318.55 .scritcal temperature of sulphur hcxaflouri de
Pc :- 3.759;# cri tical pressureof sulphur hexaflouride
kappa := z c- 4,84"10"(·5)·(TI(z}"O.85)"(1 + 3.J 5"exp(.TtrplTf(z))): IlThcmllll
conductivity as a funct ion of hcight
kaPJ"{z),
kBppa2 := t -> 4.84"10"( ·5)" (t"O.85)· (1 + 3.35"exp(· Ttrplt» : Iflbc rmal conductiv ity as
a function oftcmperature
:-, 'B :- 0.08,
fod from J by I to (n+I}do:
zl[i) :- (O· (i-l}Yn : #Divide height in n difTerent levels.
z l [i+n+l ) :'" (B*(i·l >yn :
ode
rho :eanay(I_(n+I» :
N :- array(I ..(n+ I» :
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T ;- amy(I..(n+I» :
A :- anuy(I..s):
Mx :'"'arruy(I..(n+I» :
g :=array(I..(n+I)):
wx ;"20:
for w from I by I 10 wx do: # lhis is for findingtheright TO
for i from1 by 1 to (n+l)do :
z :=z l(i]:
"kappa I[iJ :.. knppa(z): # findthe thermal conductivityfor different heights.
000
fork from I by J to sdo : #dos numberof iterations
for i from I by I lo(n +1)do: I; integrate function usingn numberof trapezoids.
gfi] :- (k3ppal[iJ)"(.I); # function lO be integrated
000
g[ IJ:- 0: #Boundarycondition forT(z), since litz=O, temperature is TOmeans that
integral is zero which impliesthat the integrandis zero.
T[I] :- (BJ(2~(n+ I)n-g[I J : # firsttrapezoid.
for i from2 by I to (n)OO:
lli) :- T(IJ+ sum«BI(2~(n +1»)~2-(gr.ms-2 ..i): 1#summingup all theuapezclds
000
T[n +1] :=T[n] +(B/(2~ (n+ l)Wgrn+ I ] : 1#add the lasttrapezoid to the rest.
for i IromI by I to (n+l) do;
gfi] :- T[i] : l#reuse llffily gJ:i).
000
sohaion :« solve{ {T I = 1U + A[kJ-T[n+I]},{ A[k]}): #findconstanl A for this
iteration.
assign(solution):
for i from I by I to (n+l )do :
T[i] :- evalf{TO + (Alk]-g[iJ)): #findthe temperaturedistribution for the next higher
approximation
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kappal [i] := kappa2(f(i]):#' and the also the Ihenn:lI conductivity disi ribrulon lor
this higher level of approximation.
00'
00'
A ;" 'A':
8 T :'" t -> 80 - (AOY(R't) - cIt';:3 # the second vjrial coofflcicru
AO:'" 1.064'1 0"(-6):
8 0 :=2' 10-:'(-4):
c :- 12 4' 10"(3):
Rho:= t -> (p' mmY(R't'(1 + BT(t))): # density as a fuection of presscre.tempcrcrurc
and the second virial coefficient.
R :- 8.314'10"(-6) :
p :'" 1.9: #in MPa.
Mv := 0.040; # total mass of gas in cell in Kg.
q: -IO:
for k from I by I to q do: #do q number of iterations to lind the right pressure
for i from 1 by 1 to (n+1) do :
,,- T!;],
rho[i] := Rho(t): iii find the thennal conductivity for different heights.
00,
fo~ i from I by I to (n + I ) do: iii integrate the density function using n number of
1
trapezoids.
g[i] :- rho[il'O.0045; iii function to be integrated
Mx(l] :- (BI(2' (n+l )))'g(I }: # firsttrapezoid.
fori from 2 by 1 to (n ) do:
Mx[i] :- Mx[I] + sum({BJ(2' (n +1») '2'{g[TD,'f-2 ..i): # summing up all the
trapezoids
00,
Mx[n +1) :'" Mx.{n) + (B/(2' (n+I ») ' g[n+l ]: /I add thelast trape'LOid to the rest,
"
My := Mx[n+I)- Mv: # difference between themass from the inte grated functio n and
the actual mass
if (My <O) the n
p := p + 0.05 # ifil is lowerthan actual mass. increasepressure
else p := p - 0.05 llir it is higher than actual mass,decreasepressure
fi:
if abs(My) < 0.001 then
k := q # if mas s is wit hin 0.001 Kg, then we have gota press ure that satisfythe mass
conservation requirement.
fi :
od:
Ry :'" mo[I]- 1200: # difference betwee n the computed density at bottom of cell and
what we want it 10 be.
if abs(Ry)< 50 then w :- wx## if the com puted density is with in 50 Kg of the density
specified, then we got the righl TO
fi:
TO:- TO- I: # ifcomputed density doesn't fall within 50Kgofthedensityspecified,
then decreaseTOby 1 degree.
print (TO):
00 ,
L ;e 0.0783· 10"(-3):# Lorentz-lo renz coefficient
read lib(wri te) :
open(index): ##open file \0 writedata.
for i from I b~J to (n+I)do:
t :- T[i]:
rho(i] := Rho(t):#density at differenttempe ratures .
Nli}:= sqrt«2 · L·mo [il + 1)/(1- L· rho[i])): # refractive index at different temperatures.
wrileln(N[i}); ## write re fractive index data to file.
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O'J,
c1oseQ:#closc file
print (mo[ln: prin t(rbo[I OIJ);
plot([ It:l [m + n+l] , N[ml] S m - 1..(0+1)]);# plot height against the refractive indica.
plot( [ [zl(m + n+ 1) ,T[mll S m = l.. (n+I)}): #plOI height against the temperature
plot([ [zl [m + n+1] ,mo[ron S m e l..(n+ l )J);#plot height against the density
plot([ [T[m ] .mo[m]] $ m " l.. (n+ I)J); #plot tempera ture <lgll inst the density
Flowchart for tracing of scattered rays thr ough a density gra dient.
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Sour ce codes for trac ing of scattered rays lhrou~h :l density gradi ent. (Wr iUcn in
T ur boC# >
#ind udc <graphics .1I>
lIinclude <conic.h>
stnctude<math.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstrearn.h>
classdraw {
public:
float stx, sty, x, phi;
int height, edy, borderstr, borderend. border)' ;
draw( int y); flco nstructor
voidborder();
void rayo;
int angcalc (floal n, floatnz,int · m);
};
draw::draw(im y)
( "" -500 ;
sty=y ;
height - 3 ;lI hcisht of the layer
borderstr = 1;
borderend = 639;
void draw::borderQ
setcolor(4);
line(500, 0, 500, 479);1/drawlaser path
"
linc(borderstr, bordery, borderend, bordery);
void draw::rayO II calculate the x coord. of end point of refracted ray
x = slx - «(edy - sty)*lan(phi» ;
int draw::angca lc(tloat n, Ilcat n2, im "m ) IIcale refracted angle
lIedy is call by reference
stx '" x ; li the end poinl (x) is now the starting point of ray
sly = cdy ; II similarly for the y coord . of ray
"m '" *m +height ; I*incremcnt the value of edy at it's
memory location my height, this is where the next ray's y coord
would end *1
floatt,tl;
t= (n*sin(phi) );
tl '" (float) tln2; l!calc the refracted angle of next ray
ir(ll > I ) return 0 ; llifgreater than critica l angle, end here
phi =asin(t l) ;
return l ;
melnt)
{ float inp_ang, lxmin, Ixmax, lymin, lymax, llymin, llxmin,Ilymax, lIxmax;
int apwidth. aplength ;
lymlu = 400 ;lIY coord oftop left comer
100
cout c "enter the aperture's engle: ~ :
cin > inp_ang:
cout c "enter theaperture's width and length: ~ :
cln> apwidth > aplength;
cout c "enter theapenure'shorizontal distance frombccrn: ~ :
cln> lxmin ; IfX coordof top left.comer
inp_ang '" (Roat) (22·inp_ang)'(7· I80);
" followingsare coordof the aperture
lxmax elx min+ (apwidth· cos(inp_"l1g» ; IfX coord. of top right comer
Iymax '" lymin+(apwidth· sin(inp_ang»; IN coord. of top right comer
IIxmin '" Ixmin - (aplength·si n(inp_ang»; IIX coord of bottom leftcomer
Ilymin- Iymin + (aplength· cos(inp_ang»; IIY coordof'bouom leftcomer
llxmax '" Ilxrnin +(apwidlhtcos(inp_ang»; IfX coord of bouornrightcomer
llymax '" lIymin + (apwidth·sin(inp_ang»; IIY coordof bonam right comer
if( !oul) I
ccut c "Cannot open file for daUl-; " check for file integrity
return I ;
int driver. mode;
driver-VGA;
mode = VGAHI;
initgraph(&driver,&mode. " ~);
RoOO6l1(1oo, 100. 1);
1 0 1
int a.] , k, m, b, ystart, yO. ymax. ystep, test, layers, anLmark. ray_tri:.;
Iloat I, t2, n[150}.a ng, max. anlLstep, sx[l50} , sy[150]. ex[ ISO], ey[150];
Iloat anlLdeg[200]. anILSlor{200J. x_stor[200]. phi22, hlL stor[2(0);
layers ""100: If compute theray path through a 100 layers
anlLs tep ""0.5; /I change scattering angles in steps of 0.5 degrees
yO ""50; /I start ray tracing (rom Ycoordof 50
ystart =yO;
ystcp> 2; /I change scattering site position by 2
draw ob I(yO); /I initialize the drawing procedure
ymax ""yO+ (laycrs)'(ob l. hcight);J1this is the position of the exit window
ray-t rk e D;
ob l.bordery= yO; /I draw theentrance .
ob l .bordcrQ;
lrsream fin(-index .dt- ); 1/open refractiveindex data file
if{!fin) { II check it's integrity
coct c - Cannot open inout file. \n-;
return I;
(or [k ""0; k < layers ; k++)
b ""99 • k; /I have 10 load in data in reverse because data was calc
fin » n[b] ; /I with the lowest temp first
1 02
lin.close() ; II close data file
for (k ""lnyers; k < (layers+ 4) ; k++)
{
"lkl - I.00;
I
while (yO< yruax) II calc ray paths from top 10 bottom of ce ll
ang « 5; IIminimumangle
max'"89; IImaximunangle
anlLmark '"'0; II keep trackof the no. of rays lloing through aperture
II fromeach scattering site
while (ang < max ) IIcalc ray path fromangles 0 to 89 at each site.
m- O;
draw obl(yO);
obl .phi - (float) (22·a ng)/(7- 180);II convert to radians
a - (yO. ystartyobl.height; , - calc no. of layers bet. present site
and the entrance window -,
cbl.edy » ystart + ( a + I)-obl.heigh t;!- this is theend (Y) of'ray in
first layer fromecrrem site, which is just the Y position of the nextla yer -,
sx[m] '"'obLstx;l' store away the startex) of this ray in Fi rstlayer
sy[m] - obl .sty;!' store awaythe start~) ~f ~hi~ ray
cy[mJ- obl. edyJ/sto re awaythe end'(y) of this ray
set color(a);
obl .rayQ; II calc theend(x) of this ray in first layer
ex[m] ""obl .x:; /I and store it away
if (ex[m] < lxmin) {test =O;
a = layers+ 5;} /I i f this ray is leftofa perture,
elset est e l ; II don't plot
1 03
if (a > layers)lest '" 0;
for(j= a;j <(layers+ 3) ; j++ ) II calc the ray path through
II different layersfrom culTefIl site at current angle
m++ ;
tes t = obl .angcalc(nUJ. oU+1J.&obl .edy); lIaddress of obl .edy is passed
II and is calc refracted angle greater than the critical angle
sx[m] - obl .stx; II storeaway the startex) of ray in current layer
sy[m] - obl .sty;11 storeaway the start(y) of ray in current layer
cy[m]- obI .edy;/I store awaythe end(y) of ray in current layer
i f (!Icst) j - (layers+ 3);/1do the following if angle is less than critical
else!
ifij -(layers- I» {obl .edy = Iymin;/I trace ray from exit
ey[m] - lymin; obl.borderend - lxmin;}/lwindow to aperture(top
II left)
ifij - (layers» {ob1.edy= Iymax;lli race ray fromtop left
ey[m] - Iymax; obl.borrlerstr- lxmax;}11to top rightof aperture
ifij = (layers+ I» { obl.edy- llymin;ltrace ray fromtop right
ey[mJ-Uymin; obl.borderend~ Ilxmin;}ll to bottom leftof
lI apcrture
ifij - (lllyers+ 2» {obl.edy- lIymax; /ltraceray from bottom
lIleA
ey[m] = Ilymax; obl .borderstr= Uxmax;}1Ito bottom rightof
II aperture
if (ob1.edy> (ymax - obl.height) (
obl .bordery = obl.edy; IIdraw exit window
cb l.bcrdert);
1 0'
obl.bcrderstr e l ; ll reinitializethese
obl.borderend- 639; II two variables
setcclcna ]; 1/colour my ray
ifG« layers+3» (
obl .ray(); II ca lc nnd storeawaytheend(:c)or
ex[m)-ob1.x;} li my in currentlayer
ifG< layers) (
if (ex(m]< Ixmin) (test '" 0 '/1is roylen of top len comer
{=layers + 3;} 1I0f aperturc
e1se if G=-(layers+ I» (
if(ex[m] < I1xmin) {test = O; j < layers + 3,]
}1/is ray leftofbouom len comerof apcrture
k-m-2 ;
if (ex(k] > Ixmax) {test> 0 ,} II is my right of top right comer
else if(e x[m] > Ilxmax){test - O;}II is rayright c rbonom right come-of
II aperture
if (test -= I ) ( IIplot only those rays that got through the ape rture
anlLmark++ ; II one more raygot through
IlIY-trk++; IItrack thetotal no. of rays that had went through
aDlLstor{raY-trk] - obl.phi ;/1stor angle in which rayenters aperture
anlLdeg(ray_trk) " ang; lIstor scat angle of ray that enters aperture
hlLstor(ray_lrk] - yO;
k-m-3 ;
x_slor(ray_trk] " (ex[kJ - lxmin)· S+ 240;
f*position nfra y acrossaperture. Transfer this to vertical position
andshift it down by240 pixels. Store it . ,
1 0 5
for(j =O; j < em + I ) ; j++)
obl .sl:<8SXUJ;
ob l .sty .. syUJ;
ob l .x -exUJ;
cb l .edy e eyUJ;
line(obl .stX, obl.sty , obl.x, ob l.edy); lIplol' em rays
ang -ling+ ans-step; IInext scattering angle
ob l.bordery = yO; II show the number of rays
ob J.bordersrr '" sao; II thai got through the aperture
obl .borderend- ( 500 + ( IO*ani-mark»;I1for each scattering site
ob l .borderQ; II for all angles
yO= yO'" ystep ; IInext scattering site
ouUextxy(10,20,"Pressanykey to continue with trace"];
gelcll();
II rcstorecrt modeQ;
cleardevicct) ; Ilprepare for next screen
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F~gure A.6TransfonnatlOnof entry
angle froman aperturein an angledposition
to one in a vertical position. For a horizontal
position, interchange x and y coordinates.
floodfill(I OO, 100, I);
setco[or(4);
line(O, 200, 160,2 00);
floatgamma;
out«raLtrk« "\n~ :
for(j -! ;j <rny _trk ;j++)
ob l.sty -X_SlOr[j];
ob I.phi - an~storm;
gamma - obl .phi. inp_ang ; fltilt apel1urc and rays to horizontal position
ob1.edy - obl .sty - SOO·tan(obl .phi . inp_ang);llp!ot raysto end al 500 pixels
setco!or(j);
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line( O, obl .sty,S OO.obl .edy);
cout c hILslo r[j] « " " «"," cc'' ":
out « obl.s IY«"" « gamma «c-» « anlLdeg[j] «''\n'';
, . star the entry position , angle and scatter ing angle ar my for tracing
through probe latcr.+'
line( 0, 240. 639, 240);
[inc{O, 250, 639,250);
linc(O, 260, 639, 260);
getchO; Jlprcss any key to end
restorccrtmodcr); /lrestore screen
, . for(j = l; j < rny_trk ;j ++)
ca ul « 811iLdeg[j] « " " «j « " ";
' I
our.closet); /lclose OUlput file
rcturnD;
r ·
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Ftowehaet for 1ru ing of 5ta l1t red r.I)"51hro ugh imagins:,fibre eptte probe ,
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Sc uree ced es for truing of scattered ra ys th rough ima~in; fib re optic:
probe.{Writtcn in Tur boC++)
#include <graphics.h>
#inc:lude <cenic.h>
#inc:lude<malh.h>
#include <iostrearn.h>
#include <fstream.h>
class trace ]
public:
float xO,yO, x, y, phi2,G, F,del , tmp,cos!. cosl2, K.12 , M2;
tmce(float y3); llconstruetor
void tmnsfer(inl x_I, inly_ I, Iloat c, float L float M);
void refrac(float n1, f10al n2, float L , float M, float c);
};
treccctracetfloaty3) IIspeeify the x.y ccord. of the start point of'my
y"' y3;
x -O;
void tmce::transfer(int x_I. int y_I , float c. float 1.. float M)
l/this transfer function transformthe coord from one surfaceto thc nexl
tmp « (float) (MIL)' (O- x_I);
yO= L I + tmp; /lealc the x,ycoord of my at the plane atth e
xO= 0; /I vertex of lens, the vertex is at the origin.
G - L- (,·yO·M);
F= ,.(yO. yO) ;
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Imp " 0 + sqrt(O·O - c·F);
del :: (float) (F/lmp); l/calc the lengthof ray fromplane10 surface of lens
x :: L"del; If abovelength along the x-axis
y = yO+ M-del; If above lengthalong thc y-axis
void tracc::refrac(floal 01, float n2. float L, floatM, float c)
If this refraction function calc the refracted directional cosinesof'ray
cosl= sqrt(O-G-c-F) ;
tmp= sqrt(n2-n2- nl *nl- (l - cosl-cosl»);
costz= (float) (Impln2);
K =n 2*cosI2 - nt -cosl;
tmp = nl - L+ K - c*K·x;
L2 '" (float)(tmpln2) ; Ifrefracted directionalcosineL
Imp" nl -M -c *y*K;
M2== (float) (tmpln2);Ifrefracted directionalcosineM
mainO
ifstream fin("refrac.dal");lfopenfile 'refrae.dat'. Data in file10 be read
if(!fin) {lfeheck integrity of file
courc "cannotopen input file.\no;
return I ;
Iloat assign, tempj, degj mg;
inrdriver,mode;
drivcr = VGA;
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mode= VGAHI:
initgraph(&driver, &mode. " ");
floodfil1(100. 100. I);
5C:lcolor(4);
line(I.250 , 639. 250); /Jdraw optic axis
inr d{20J, dtmp..i.] , m, x_ I, y_l . ymax.ystep , rad[201. h, surI120). powcr(20]:
float 12, n[4), ant. max, c, L, M, w, track_ang(lOOO}, track_M[IOOO\:
floalxU , yU , xtO,ytO,xt , yt;
floal nl,n2, temp;
int track,num_ray;
nl -l.00;
n2 .. 1.52: /Jrefractive index of lens
h • 250; /Jvertical position ofl hc optic axis
track=0; II track the number of rays thatwill get thru. to fibre
surfl4J = I; II this specifies that ray is going from air to glass
surf{5]"+ I; lIthi sspecifies thai ray is going from glass 10air
=i\61-1 ;
=i\7] =·1;
,W'f!8]=i ;
surfI9J= · I;
surf(IO] = 1;
'W'f!1l1=·1;
=i\12]-I ;
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::1
power[4] ""1;II fcr stralght andconvex(curve left) surface. poweris 1
power[S] - . 1;lIfor concave(curveright)surface, power is -!
powcr[6]= 1;
powcr[7J= I;
power[8J= I;
power[9]= -1;
powcr[101= I;
powcr[11] = 1;
power[12] = 1;
forG = I; j < IOO I;j ++){
track_ang(j] " 0 ; IIset all elements in thesearrays to zero
track_M[j]=0 ;
lin» num_ray; IIget the total number of rayto be plotted fromfile
forG = l ; j < num_ray;j++)
setcolorlj);
d[4] '" 160;lIdistance from start(aperture entrance) to 1st surfaceofJens I
d[S] - 2S;Jldistancefrom 1st to 2ndsurfaceoflens 1
d[6] ""80;J/distance from Ist to2nd (biconvex)lens
d[7] = 36;lIdistance from Ist surfaceto middleof biconvexlens
d[8]- 0; II twoplano-convexlens place back to back
d[9]" 36;1distance frommiddle to 2ndsurfaceof biconvexlens
d[IO} " 80;lIdistance from2nd to 3rd lens
d[l l ] '" 42;11 distance from 1st to 2nd surface of lens 3
d[12] .. 60;lIdistance from3rd lens to endof ray
rad[4] .. 10000; IIstraight surfaceshave radiiof 10000
11 6
rad(5] ""488;1 4 & 5 make a plano-convex lens
rad[6] '" 143;1/610 9 make a biconvex lens
rad(7] '" 10000;
rad(8J=I0000:
rad[9]'" 143:
rad(IO]" 124: II 10& II make :mother plano-con vex lens
rad(l l] = 10000;
rad[12]· l OOOO;lllhis is the planc whereall the rays end
lin» assign » rempa > dC1Lang;lJrcadin the churacterisricsofrny.suchas
IJrelmive starting position, angle and it's scmlo.:ringangle .
assign= assign- 250: Jlshirt the referencepositionof rays to the optic axis
tnlceobl {assign);
XI"'O;
obl .phi2 = -temp);!1angles of the rays is reversed
L = cos(obl .phi2); IJdirectional cosineL of ray
M = sin(ob1.phi2);//directionalcosine Mof ray
for O= 4; i < 13; i++)
d[i]'" dli] · obl .x; IJdiSl. of ray from start surfaceto vertex of end surface
x_I - -d[i]: /lvertex of end surface is theorigin
y_l -obl.y ; JI ••
c =(noal) l/rad[i); Jlcurvatureof surface,positive for convex
c » c' power[i] ;IInegativefor concave
11 7
if (j < 2)(
if( power(i] <0 ) t
arc(xl+d{ iJ -rad[i],h ,3 12.4 g.rad[i»;
I
else
11-
III
Jll dmw thc:curves
JI\-[or the lenses.
Jll only o~
(arc(dliJ+ rad[iJ+ xt, h. 132, 228. rad[i]);l11
II I
11-
obl .lrnnsfcr{x_ I. y_ I. c, L, M);llcalc the transformed x,y coord.
xU .. x_I +d[i) +xr;Jlx-coord. ofray at startsurface
xtO" obl .xO+d[i) +xt;llcoord. of ray al vertex plane
xt '"'cbl .x+ d[i] + xt;ll coord. of rayat end surface
rt_1 '"'y_1 + h; /Iy-eoord.of rayII stan surface
)10=obl .yO+ h;llcoord. of ray at vertex plane
)1'"'obl .y+ h; JIccord.of ray at end surface
if(i < 12) ( Jldraw my all the waythru, exceptibe last
if ( powerfiJ< 0 ) ( llif surfaceis concave, drawto end surface
line(xU ,yU ,xt,)1 );lldirectly
else ]
line(xU , )1_1, xtO, ytO); llifsunace is convex, draw to vertex
line(xtO,ytO, xt, yt); Jlplane then to end surface.
else
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I
I
if( yt>237 && )'1<263) { II drawthe last segment cruic my only
lrack++: IIiflhe y-coordof ray falls within the
line(xU.yU .xtyl); IIdiameler of lhcoplic fibre
deg_ang 3' dCILang· 10: IIfor a particularsca uering angle. thisnumbc..r
track_angldelLang]++;Ilof rnyswas able 10 get thm. tc the fibre
if(j< 2) {
if (rnd(i] - IOOOOH IIdraw straightlines forplanesurfaces
line(xl ,1 70. xt , 330);
jf (surfIiJ> 0) { IIgoing fromair to glass
01-1.00;
n2""' 1.52; }
else { IIgoingfromglass to air, switch literefractive indices
nl - 1.52;
nl -I .oo;
obl .refrac(nI, n2, L, M, e);llcalc the new directional cosines
M - obI .M2; " use tile newdirectional cosines forthe ncxt transfonnnrion
L e obt .Lz:
if (i - I I) { 1/find the angles al which ray go into fibre
temp - acos(M);
temp" (Ooat) (180· 7·t emp)l22;
track_Mli] '" temp- 90 ;
' 19
selcolor(l);
int n:ctangle{] '" (O,O,639.0. 639,170, 0,170.0,0),
npls ~ si 1..cof{rcctangle¥(2·siz.eof{inl»; II~
II I
fillpoly(npls. rectangle); II I use this
II I-section
int reelangle2{) '" {O,330, 639,330, 639,479, 0,479, 0.330)/ / 1to clear
npls2 '" si7..cof(rectangle2¥(2·si zeof(int» ; II Iunwanted
III portions
fillpoly(npts2. rectangle2); II-{of curves
linc(0.240. 160.240); lidraw aperture (top)
linc(0.26O. 160. 26O);//draw aperture (bottom)
gcldl(); IIpressany key10 d ear screen
reston:cnmodeQ;
for n- I ; j < 1000 ; j++) ( lldisplay the number of rays that got
if (llllck_ang[j] 1=0) { IIthru.to the fibre for a particular
delLang- (float)j/ IO; II scatteringangle
cout.width(5);
cout c delLang ;
cout.width(S);
for (j - I; j < num_rny; j++)(lIdisplay the anglesat which the rays enters
eoul« trnck_MUJ«" "; lI the optic fibre
fin.closc{); llclose file
return O; l
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